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FI N E z C A N D I E S
THE CORNER DRUG STORE
Enjoys a reputation as the home of Fine Candies
and spares no expense to keep its stock full and fresh
JOHNSTON’S

WHITMAN’S

LOWNEY’S

PAGE & SHAW’S

TAKE

HER

HOME

A

BOX

TODAY

THE CORNER DRUG STORE

President Deals With Oil Scandal, Bonus Taxation anc
Other Topics In Which Country Is Now Vitally Inter
ested—A Ringing Declaration.

BY THE ROCKLAND PUBLISHING CO.

ALL THE HOME NEWS

Hubacrlption $3.00 per year payable in ad
vance: single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
Communications upon topics of general Inter
President Coolidge, speaking before
est are solicited.
Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday morning, from 409 Main Street, Rock the National Republican Club in New
land, Maine.
York Tuesday night promised immedi
Entered at the postoffice In Rockland for cir
culation at second-lass postal rates
ate and unshrinking prosecution of the
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REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS
Fcr Mayor

CARLTON F. SNOW
Of Ward Three

SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEK
Suits made any style from some sample ends which

are All Wool and Good Quality

$30.00
C. A. HAMILTON
442 MAIN STREET • - - ROCKLAND

Reduced Rates cn All Railroads for the
PORTLAND and STATE of MAINE

AUTO SHOW
EXPOSITION BUILDING, PORTLAND, MAINE
FEB. 25th to MARCH 1st, inclusive

Pleasure Cars, Trucks, Tractors, Accessories
STAGED UNDER AUSPICES OF THE

Portland Automobile Dealer’s Association

Ward One
Alderman—Charles L. Chose.
'School Committee—A. W. Gregory.
Waiden—Elmer B. Crockett.
Ward Clerk—Fred .1. Hull.
Ward Two
Aldeiman—Frank XI. Ulmer.
School Committee—Ruth A. Ellingwood.
Warden—Isaac B. Simmons.
Ward Clerk— Doris B. Jordan.
Ward Three
Alderman—John XI. Richardson.
School Committee—Frank S. Rhodes.
Warden—Albert XI. Hastings.
Ward Clerk—Annie F. Frye.
Ward Four
Alderman—Harry II. llanscom.
School Committee—Lule E. Blaekir.gton.
Warden—Xlayt.ard I.. Xlirston.
Ward Clerk—Howard A. Dunbar.
Ward Five
Alderman—II. >1. de Roehemont.
School Committee—Dr. H. W. Frohock.
Warden—Ralph 15. Loring.
Ward Clerk—Gertrude XI. Boody.

Ward Six
Alderman—Oscar S. Duncan.
School Committee—J. N. Southard.
Warden—William O. Rogers.
Ward Clerk—Elsa XI. Hayden.
Ward Seven
Alderman—Oliver W. Holmes.
School Committee—Lucy E. Rhodes.
Warden—Donnld H. Farrand.
Ward Clerk—Etta E. Ar.dcrson.

Howard B. Chandler, Mgr.

TWO LIVE
GOLD FISH
In a Glass Globe with Sea Weed,
Pebbles and Plants

FREE

FREE

Add much to the charm cf your homo.
During this month a
Cyclamon, Primrose, Bright Colored Cinera-ia or even a Fern or
Foliage Plant will give you much pleasure and will fill in most
gracefully thoso dark days between the Christmas greens and the
first daffodils.
We have some good Cinerarias coming cn and we want to get
them across to you before they aro fully in bloom that you may
•njoy them the longest possible time.

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

“S ILSBY’S"
399 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
-1 (Next door to the Western Union)

With a purchase of one tube of

Ny-Denta Tooth Paste
at the regular price—50c

OREL E. DAVIES
JEWELER OPTOMETRIST
All the Latest in Glasses
SOI MAIN 6T„ ROCKLAND
TOW

•VST A. 3XT T

it:

GET YOURS EARLY. ONLY ONE
OUTFIT TO A CUSTOMER

SPECIAL
Japanese Fantails, Japanese
Comets and Japanese Rib' bon Tails, each............ 75c
We Sell Specially Prepared Fish
Focd at 10 cents per package

3D

KITTREDGE
PHARMACY

to exchange new furniture for your old. We mutt keep our second
hand department filled, end are willing to exchenge new modern
furniture ter your old: also rangee and musics! instruments.

V. F. STUDLEY

279 235 MA,N

st.. rockland

oil and land lease cases, appealed for
national and bl-partisan support for

•••
Chastity, like piety. Is a uniform •••
••• grace.—Richardson.
— the Xlellon tax bill, called for assist

COP. PARK AND MAIN STREETS

HI-1

ance for agriculture from all sources
of the country, and defended the sale
of arms to Xlexico.
The Chief Executive also reiterated
his opposition to soldier bonus legis
lation, declared there was some prom
ise of a European settlement, and as
serted the United States stood ready to
Join with other nations in further lim
iting armament whenever there ap
pears to be reasonable prospect of
agreement.
The President devoted much atten
tion to taxation and agriculture, but
in concluding turned to the sensation
of the present time—the oil land lease
Investigation.
• • • «
!
‘‘Lately there have been most start
ling revelations concerning the leasing
of government oil lands," he said. “At
the revelation of greed making its
subtle approaches to public officers, of
the prostitution of high place to pri
vate profit, we art filled with scorn and
indignation. We have a deep sense cf
humiliation at such gross betrayal of
trust, and we lament the undermining
of public confidence in official Integrity.
But we cannot rest with righteous
wrath; still less can we permit our
selves to give way to cynicism.
‘‘Wc propose to follow the char, open
path of justice. There will be imme
diate. adequate, unshrinking prosecu
tion. criminal and civil, to punish the
guilty and to protect c\ery national in
terest. In this effort there will be no
politics, no partisanship. It will be
speedy, it will be just. J am a Repub
lican. but I can not on that account
shield anyone because he is a Republi
can, and I can not on that account
prosecute any one because he is a Dem
ocrat.
,
"I want no hue and cry. No ming
ling of Innocent and guilty in unthink
ing condemn ition, no confusion of mere
questions of law with questions of
fraud and corruption. It is at such a
time that the qua'.itles.«f our citizenry
is tested—unrelenting toward evil, fairminded and intent upon the require
ments of due process, the shield of the
innocent and the safeguard of society
itself. I ask the support of our peo
ple as chief magistrate Intent on the
enforcement of our laws without fear
or favor, no matter who Is hurt or
what the consequences.”
• • • •
Turning to taxes, as one of the con
tributing causes to the agriculture de
pression. XIr. Coolidge traced the steps
taken to decrease and put in order the
national debt through retirement and
refunding of domestic
securities;
through the c peration of the budget,
and by making “every reasonable ef
fort * • * to secure the liquidation of
our international debts." These steps
have had the result of permitting a de
crease in taxes and the Xlellon plan
was evolved, he said.
The provisions of this plan, now em
bodied in a bill before Congress, XIr.
Coolidge asserted, “are non-partisan,
well thought out and sound.” He en
dorsed the proposal to reduce surtaxes
to a maximum of 25 per cent, “not that
small incomes may be required to pay
more and large incomes be required to
pay less but that more revenue may
be secured from large incomes and
taxes on small incomes may lie redued." He was opposed, he said, "to
material alteration and compromise,"
because he .wished “to give all the peo
ple all the relief which the bill pro
poses.
‘The proposed measure gives such
relief. Other measures which have
been brought forward do not meet this
requirement. • • • You have heard of
the Garner plan, brought forward to
have something different. It purported
to relieve the greatest number of tax
payers. It gave not the slightest heed
to the indirect effect of high taxes, or
to the approaching drying lip of the
source of revenue and the consequent
failure of the progressive income tax.
or to the destruction of business ini
tiative. It is political in theory. • • •
It is impossible in practice."

» « • •

ANNOUNCING

Central Maine Power Company’s

APPRECIATION SALE
Saturday, Feb. 1 to Saturday, March 1
SPECIAL LOW PRICES
ON ELECTRICAL HOME SERVANTS

Central Maine Power Company
At Any of Our 32 Stores

"We have been through onp period of
deflation. Nearly all the men on the
farm and many of the men in business
have not yet recovered from it. and the
country certainly does not want to
lake the risk of another like experience.
A few months of good times are worth
nyvre to the service men themselves
than anything they could receive in
the way of a bonus.
“But this question gees deeper than
that. I am aware that some men made
money out of the war. Many of them
lost what they made, but not all. No
doubt there are some such who are
justly to be criticised for greed and
selfishness. Unfortunately they would
not pay the bonus. It would have to
he paid by the country. 1 have already
undertaken to demonstrate that taxes
are paid by the great mass of the peo
ple. It is necessary to consider whether
there be any moral justification for
placing all the people under this great
burden, in order to pay some money to
a part of the people. many of whom do
not want it and are offering pro
nounced objection to it. A very large
body of service men do not want the
bonus, and object to being taxed In
order that it may he paid. Their re
quest is entitled to just ns much con
sideration as the request of those who

do want it. They are just as eager
now to save their country from finan
cial disaster as they were formerly to
save it from military disaster. They
are entitled to he heard. This question
ought to be decided in accordance with
the welfare of the whole country.
'No one doubts the patriotism of
those who advocate the bonus. No one
denies that the country owes a debt
which it never can pay to those who
were in the service. Their disabilities
must be recompensed, their health re
stored. their dependents supported; all
at public expense. They are entitled
to the highest honor. But the service
they rendered was of such a nature
that it can not he recompensed to them
by the payment of money. America
was not waging war for the purpose of
securing spoils. The American soldier
did not enter the service for the pur
pose of securing personal gain.
• • • •
“I have lately undertaken to define
the outline of the foreign policy of the'
present Government. Nothing has oc
curred since my message to the Con
gress that requires any change In that
policy. The prospect of a European
settlement, however, has arisen, which
holds some promise. Three Americans
of outstanding and
well-seasoned
ability have been calleel to give their
expert assistance and advice. They do
not represent our Government. Their
only official standing comes from their
being agents of the Reparation Com
mission. Yet they can not help being
Americans and wilt bring to their
problem not the 'point of view of the
American Government but, what may
be more effective the point of view of
tire American mind. Without doubt
any settlement would call for a Euro
pean funding and financing, which
would be of doubtful success without
American ■participation. The export
of such capital as is not required for
domestic business and which the Amer
ican people feel can he profitably done,
having in view the financial returns,
enlargement of our trade, and the dis
charge of the moral obligation of bear
ing our share of the burdens of the
world, entirely in accordance with the
choice of our own independent judg
ment, ought to be encouraged.
"Our Government does not want war
anywhere. It wants peace everywhere.
It does not look with sympathy upon
the manufacture or sale of arms and
munitions by which one country might
make war upon another country. It
recognizes, however, that every govern
ment must necessarily maintain some
military establishment for national de
fense and the policing of its own do
main. For such Incidental purposes
then, could lie little criticism If our
Government or private interests, hav
ing the necessary equipment should
furnish it.

• • «

"But it is a traffic which wc wish to
discourage rather than encourage. We
do not believe in great armaments.
Especially are we opposed to anything
like competitive armaments. While the
present time does not appear propiti
ous for a further effort at limitation,
should a European settlement be ac
complished. something might be hoped
for in that direction. The United
States stands ready to join with the
other great powers whenever there ap
pears to be reasonable prospect of
agreement, in a further limitation of
competitive armaments.
"A situation has recently arisen in
Mexico which has caused some solici
tude. We recognize that the people
of that country have a perfect right to
set up and puli down governments
without any interference from us so
long as there is no interference with
the lawful rights of our government or
our citizens within their territory. We
do not harbor the slightest desire to
dictate to them in the smallest degree.
We have every wish to be friendly and
helful.
“After a long period of shifting and
what appeared to us to he unsubstan
tial governments in that country, we
recently reached the opinion that Pres
ident Obregon has established a gov
ernment which is stable and effective,
and disposed to observe international
obligations. We therefore recognized
it. When disorder arose there. Presi
dent Obregon sought the purchase of a
small amount of arms and munitions
of our government for tv. purpose of
insuring his own domestic tranquility.
We had either to refuse or to comply.
To refuse would have appeared to be
equivalent to deciding that a friendly
government which we had recognized,
ought not to be permitted to protect it
self. Stated In another way, it would
mean that we had decided that it ought
to be overthrown, and that the very
agency which we had held out as able
to protect the Interests of our cltlzi ns
within its iiorders ought not to be per
milted to have the means to make such
protection effictive. My decision ran
in a counter direction.

• « • •
“It was not a situation of our making
but one which came and had to be met.
In meeting It, I did what I thought was
necessary to discharge the moral obli
gation of one friendly government to
another. The supremacy of the Obre
gon government now appears to be
hopeful. Whatever may be the out
come, we are not responsible for it.
We did what I believed was right to
do under the circumstances. It was
done, not for the purpose of protect
ing any particular individuals or in
terests, but to exercise a legal right
while at the same time throwing our
influence in favor of orderly procedure
and evidencing our friendship toward
the friendly government of Mexico

Any other course would appear to me
DR. T. E. TIBBETTS
to be unworthy of our country.
“I propose to continue whatever
course of action is customary between Well-Known Citizen Comes
friendly governments. While I trust
To End of His Long Profes
no further action may be necessary, I
shall continue to afford protection in
sional Career.
accordance with the requirements of
international law. I propose to pro
Dr. T. E. Tibbetts died at his home,
tect American lives and American 108 Xliddle street, early Wednesday
rights.”
morning in his "1st year. The funeral
will take place Sunday afternoon at
ENDORSES SNOW
2 o’clock, Rev. J. XI. Ratcliff officiating,
and interment will be at Achorn cem
Young Republican Discusses etery.
Merits of Republican Nomi Thomas Edwin Tibbetts was born in
this city, in the house at corner of
nee For Mayor.
Xliddle and Union streets now owned
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
by Mrs. Annie F. Simmons, Xlay 30,
At their caucus held at the Arcade 1853, youngest of the nine children
the Republicans of Rockland nomi (seven of them boys) of Samuel and
nated as their candidate for Mayor Xlaria W. (Merrill) Tibbetts, only one
Commander Carlton F. Snow, U. S. N„ of whom now survives, Dr. Samuel
(retired.) May I lie permitted to say Tibbetts of Camden. The parents
a word as one of the younger men of came from IBath to Rockland In 1845
the party who hail the nomination and tlie family became well-known In
with great approval.
the business and social l.fe of the city.
Seldom if ever do the citizens of a Mr. Jibbetts carried on. until Ills death
community have the honor of naming In l8S0, a market business that was
as their candidate the graduate of one continued by his son Henry, near the
of the nation’s two great training in corner of Main and Limerock streets.
stitutions, the Naval Academy at An .Mrs. Tibbetts died a few years later.
napolis.
Commander Snow comes The children inherited from both par
from a family that for many years has ents high musical abilities and over a
given this country the highest form of period of more than three-quarters of
service, his father, Albert 'Sydney a century contributed greatly to the
Snow, being a retired Itear Admiral of musical life of the community.
the Navy, whose record, like that of
The boyhood of Dr. Tibbetts gave
the son, should be to every citizen of promise of thrift and devotion to work,
R< ckland a source of personal pride.
and when, soon after completing his
Our Federal Government demands High School course, he entered the
of these Naval Academy graduates dental office of his brother Samuel, he
character of the best, Ideals of the applied himself with such earnestness
highest and loyal service. All of these to the mastering of the fundamentals
qualities our candidate possesses and of the profession that his steady ad
will bring them to hear in the dis vance in it became assured. Previ
charge of the duties of the office if ously he had pass'd a season in New
elected in Xlarch.
York as clerk in a broker's office, and
The form of government in Rock while the work did not appeal to him
land has just been changed. Whoever it gave him an initial knowledge of
is elected as Xlayor is not to be held men and affairs that served him
back in his work because he is merely through life. In 1875 at the age of 22
a figure-head. He will pick his own he took over the dental practice of his
subordinates and so can demand of brother (who had opened offices in
them their full duty.
Albany, N. Y..) and in the familiar of
The proposi d new High School fice at corner of XIaln and Winter
building is under way and there are streets he was thenceforward to be
several other matters of importance found actively practicing his profes
that are going to demand a man of ex sion, down to within a fortnight of his
cellent education, sound judgment and death.
one unafraid to carry on the work to
He inherited from a family of
be done, even though petty jealousies doctors and nurses a natural knowl
and politics intervene.
edge that found application in his
Commander Snow has accepted the work, with which a genius for mechanics
nomination of the Republicans, not for was unittd. so that he soon commanded
any personal gain, but because he sees a practice that steadily grew to large
an opportunity to render his* city loyul proportions and which he hourly
service.
Every Republican should prosecuted with industry. Many thou
make it his duty to be at the polls on sands of people In these parts knew
election day and so put into office a him in the role of pitlen-ts. His fame
mar. who has the ability to serve and not only brought him practice from
who will be un honor to the city as rdmote points, hut also invitations to
well as to the party he represents.
exhibit his skill in clinics given nt the
Clarence A. Whitney.
m(c;ing of State and National dental
Rockland, Feb. 13.
conventions. It was In this capacity
that he appeared before large audi
ences in conventions at Boston, New
York, Montreal and Washington, D. C.
The operation that he demonstrated
was the filling, with gold and other
materials, of teeth cavities below the
gum line, without the use of clamps
or ligatures, an exceedingly delicate
and difficult piece of work, the tech
nique of which he originated and
whose demonstration brought ap
plause fr un his audiences, followed
by highly flattering notices in the
dental publications. He was a member
of the Mnine, 'the Northeastern and
the National Dental Societies.
Dr. Tibbetts was a keen adherent of
sports. In earlier years he was a win
ner in single scull rowing matches and
for a long .period owned and sailed
small yachts.
He was a lover of
horses, which he gave over only when
the automobile took his funcy. He
was devoted to music and as a choir
All sizes—Ribbon Satin Finish, Twoinch Posts, Heavy Fillers, all sizes singer and soloist his rich baritone
voice placed him in demand for con
at—
cert programs and social occasions*
A charter member of the Wight Phil
harmonic Society, he continued his ac
tive association to the last and was an
As to—
enthusiastic supporter of the Maine
Music Festival. He was a Republican
In politics and in 1890-91 represented
Ward 3 in the city council. Hi was a
member of Aurora Lodge of XIasons.
and of tile three Scottish Rite bodies.
In 188B he built tile house on Middle
strei t which thereafter wus his home,
where he delighted to see his friends
and where he took Immeasurable
phasure in his yearly garden, which he
cultivated with the zeal and skill of the
genuine gardener. To his friendships,
which extended Into wide borders, he
Here is an All Cotton, Rolled Edge
was steadfast. He loved to engage in
Beauty at—
talk with those friends, to call up
memories of the past with which his
mind was richly stored, apd the narra
tion of which he touched with a hum
Value Extraordinary for
orous fancy that was delightful. The
old friends whose adoption he had
CARNIVAL WEEK
tried h( hound to himself with hoops
of steel, holding to them the more
tenaciously as the passing years nar
rowed their circle. The natural char
acteristic of his mind was friendly and
the severance of these ties touches
with regret the hearts of a great com
313-315 Main Street,
Rockland
pany of people.
Telephone 745-J
Dr. Tibbetts was twice married—on
Oct. 9. 1879, to Miss Agnes Hilt of
Thomaston,
who
died
in
1908;
and on Oct. 4, 1910. to Miss Jennie
See the
Smith of South Thomaston, who sur
vives him. By the first marriage there
Original Paris
were two children, who also survive—•
Dr. John Edwin Tibbets of this city,
and Frances, who is the wife of Dr.
APACHE
Benjamin P. XIerrill of Trenton, N. J.

BRASS BEDS
Value Extraordinary
$14.75

$14.75

MATTRESSES

$9.75

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

DANCE

danced by
GLORIA
SWANSON
in

“The Humming Bird’

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
THE WAYS
To every man there openeth
A way. and ways, ami a way;
And the high soul climbs the high way.
And the low soul gropes the low.
And In between on the misty flats
The rest drift to and fro.
But to every man there openeth
A high way and a low :
And every man decldeth
Which way his soul shall go.
—John Oxenhani.
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lbc Issue of The Couricr-flazettc of Feb. 12,
1024. there wat printed a total of 6,185 copies.
Before tne,

i'KAMi

B. MILLElt.
Notary

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
A CARPET FOR YOUR KITCHEN. No
matter what the size may he we offer a new
Congoleum carpet to everyone who purchases

Your Mattress needs to be made over—hair cleansed,'

tick washed and made as good as new.

Public.

THY SUN shall no more go down;
neither shall thy noon withdraw Itself:
for the Lord shall be thine everlasting
light, and the days of thy mourning
shall be ended.—Isaiah 60:20.

Your Chair Covering is worn out—joints loose.
not have it fixed before it’s ruined?

Why

The retirement from public life of
Congressman Wallace H. White of the
Second Maine District will he univer
sally regretted by the constitutents
whom he has served so well in the past
eight years. His decision not to enter
the gubernatorial race was a disap
pointment to many supporters, who
find themselves scarcely prepared for
the announcement that his name will
not again appear on the Congressional
ticket. Mr. White has worked diligent
ly for the old Second Maine District,
and is popular from eastern Knox to
western Oxford. He is still young in
years, and there is reason to believe he
will one da>’ be summoned back into
public life, after he has gratified his
desire for professional pursuits.

We ll call for and deliver free of charge

Seldom has the public been so pro
foundly’ stirred in behalf of a Congres
sional measure as it now is oyer the
Mellon tax reduction plan. Senators
and Representatives are being swamped
with letters and telegrams in advocacy
of the plan and so powerful is the pre
ponderance of sentiment that the na
tion's lawmakers can be left in no
doubt as to how their constituents
stand. The people demand relief from
unnecessary burdens.

In Galway, Ireland. Tuesday the skele
ton of a woman was discovered in a
mound, where, according to experts, it
had rested for the last 3000 years. An
ancient Irish bronze ornament wtfs
found nearby. The features were in a
remarkable state of preservation, and
show a square jaw, although the scien
tists do not wish to imply that it was
because of the jaw that the body was
declared to be that of a woman.
We thought we knew Cyrus N.
Blanchard, who aspires to Congress
man White's seat, but if that was Mr.
Blanchard’s portrait in the Press
Herald yesterday
he must have
changed mightily.

The failure of Mayor Bruwr. to buy
a tractor has not had the dire results
that some predicted! Iiut wc are not
yet out of the woods, it should be rejnembered.

SPECIAL GLENWOOD DAY
OF THE

Telephone 406

Fuller- Cobb-Davis
BLANCHARD

FOR

OUT

Cyrus N. l'.lar.cliard of Wilton an
nounced his candidacy for the Itepuboan nomination for representative to
Congress from the Sicond Maine Dis
trict to succeed Hon. Wallace H. White,
who has just announced that he will
not seek the nomination.
So far as known Mr. Blanchard is
the only candidate in the field and it is
said that there is no likelihood of any
otlit r candidate appearing in the upper
greiup of counties and so far as known
there is r.o one in the coast counties
who is likely to compete.
Mr. Blanchard sought the position at
the time when the late Hon. Charles
E. Littlefield retired but the nomina
tion and election wi nt to Hon. John P.
Swasey of Canton.

. • « .

William G. McAdoo announced Tues
day that he would leave to the leaders
of his movement in each state the
question whether his employment as
counsel by the E. L. Doheny companies
had made him unavailable as a candi
date for the Democratic presidential
nomination.
A request that a conference of such
leaders—men and women—be ca’.letl in
Chicago as soon . - possible, is made
by Mr. McAdoo in a letter to David L.
Rockwell of Ohio, his campaign maniger in charge of national head
quarters at Chicago. The letter was
made public Tuesday by Mr. Mc
Adoo. "I want this conference to con
aider ar.d determine." the former
treasury secretary wrote, 'whether cr
not the fact that an honorable profes
sional service rendered by me to a
client, but hiving no relation whatever
to the oil leases now under investiga

tion by the Senate committee, is preju
dii ial to my leadership in the cause of
progressive Democracy.”

« • • •

William G. McAdoo’s association
with the Doheny oil interests although
a paid employe as lawyer.rendered him
ur.suited for the indorsement of or
ganized labor for the Democratic
Presidential nomination according to
the Labor representatives at the Na
tional Labor Conference, which opened
a three day convention in St. Louis
Monday.

• . • «

After a vehement debate in which
Senator James A. Reed, of Missouri,
announced candidate for the Demo
cratic Presidential nomination, was
denounced as ‘a traitor to his coun
try" and one "who should have been
placed before a firing squad during the
war,” the South Carolina House of
Representatives adopted a resolution
1 ecalling a certain invitation asking
him to address that body.
....
The State Board of Assessors has
been without a member from the Dem
ocratic party since tlie death of Wil
bur F. Dresser of Portland, and while
no concerted drive has been made for
any one candidate, a number of names
have been suggested.
Among the
names which have been suggested are
■ those of ex-Mayor Oscar G. K. Robin
son of Westbrook. Ex-Mayor James G.
C. Smith of Biddeford and Samuel
Rosenberg if Portland. In case of the
nomination going outside of Western
Maine, two former members of the
B ard. Ex-Senator Obadiah Gardner of
Rockland and Bertrand G. McIntire of
Norway nave been suggested us pos
sibilities.

■I

FROM FRIENDS AWAY
Knox Academy Gets Contri
butions and Words of En
couragement.

BOYS’ BLOUSES
79c
Two for $1.50
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
we shall put on sale 100
Boys’ Puritan Blouses $1.00
and $1.25 values at the
above prices. All sizes.

J. F.

GREGORY
SONS CO.
416-418 MAIN STREET

BALLOON TIRES
In Slock

MILLER CORDS
They Fit Your
Ford, Chevrolet or Essex Six

$18.95
SNOW-HUDSON CO.
TEL. E36.

ROCKLAND

bohpees

CONGRESS

Franklin County Man Apparently Sole Candidate—Other
Political Gossip.

It now looks as though Hon. Cyrus
N. Blanchard of Wilton would have a
clear field for the Republican Con
gressional nomination in the Si cond
District. This would be highly satis
factory to his many friends in Knox
County, who have not forgotten the
staunch support which the Franklin
County man gave to the late Congr ssman Littlefield and to Governor Cobb.

Significant of present day conditions
in this country' Is the statement from
Chicngo that 75 per cent of the resi•dences built in that metropolis the past
year are owned by men in overalls.
Profiting by the lesson of extravagance
and waste during the wartime boom
they ure exercising thrift and fore
sight, and are providing against a less
favored day. Relief from exorbitant
rents is another incentive for laborers
to build their own homes.

a GLENWOOD RANGE OR FURNACE on “Glenwood Day" Sat. Feb. 23

We have for Coverings Tapestry, Velours, Corduroy,
Denims, etc.
»
Can do the finest of work or can give an inexpensive job.

President Coolidge's stamina was
again demonstrated Monday in Ills re
fusal to be swept off his feet by the
action of the Senate in demanding the
immediate resignation of Edwin Denby.
Secretary of tlie Navy “I shall not
hesitate to call for the r. signation of
any official whose conduct in this mat
ter [the naval oil leases] in any way
warrants such action upon my part,
but I shall not act until special counsel
can advise me as to the legality of
those leases and assemble for me thq
pertinent facts In the various tran
sactions.” This is the purport of the
message sent from the White House,
nnd shows that the Chief Executive
was not to be stampeded by the snap
judgment of the Senate. If Secretary
Denby has been guilty of the things
charged he should be summarily dealt
with, but eminent counsel has been
engaged to sift the merits of the case,
and un;il a just verdict has been
reached the President of the United
States does not feel that he can act
with a full appreciation of the merits.
On sober second thought the great
mass of the people will cordially en
dorse the following sentimhnts, with
which the President concludes his
message to the Senate:
The President is responsible to the
people for his conduct relative to the
retention or dismissal of public officials.
I assume that responsibility and the
people may be assured that as soon as
I can lie advised so that I may act with
entire justice to all parties concerned
and fully protect the public interests I
shall act. I do not propose to sacrifice
any innocent man for my own welfare,
nor do I propose to retain in office any
unfit man for my own welfare. I shall
try to maintain the functions of the
Government unimpaired to act upon
the evidence and the law as I find it,
and to deal thoroughly and summarily
with every kind of wrongdoing. In
the meantime such steps have been and
are being taken as fully to protect tlie
public interests.

Etai /-Other-Day

1924.

, BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

Rockland, Feb. 14, 1924.
Personally appeared Frank 9. Lyddie. who on
oath declares that be Is pressman In the office
of the Rockland Publlshine Co., and that of

14,

Knox Academy of Arts and Sciences
continues to receive encouragement in
its work from non-residents. Miss
Ada C. Burpee, acting secretary, ac
knowledges a contribution from Alice
Cole Kleene of Hartford. Conn., who
sent it "with hearty good wishes for
the advancement of the great work
which you have undertaken.”
A generous check from C. W. S.
Cobb, president of the Glencoe Lime
& Cement Co. of St. Louis, was accom
panied by this letter:
“I thank you for your recent letter
detailing to me much that is new and
interesting legarding the promotional
work now being done by the Knox
Academy of Arts and Sciences.
"I have had the pleasure of visiting
the arboretum and was much inter
ested in what I saw there. The loca
tion is ideal and the possibility of de
velopment seems to me to be great
when such work is in the hands of
capable and enthusiastic people as are
represented in the above named soc
iety. We all know the need of such
work, and I am glad that the people
of Maine have organized such a strong
society for this purpose, and I predict
for them great success. I have no
doubt Maine people who have wander
cd from the old firesides would be glad
to corrtribute to this good cause, and I
thank you for calling my attention to
the requirements of the Society."
IS FOR THE KLAN
But Wonders If Greedy and Unfai
Persons Can Drive a Fisherman
Away.

To the Interested Ku Klux:
While you are explaining and de
fending the Kian principles,' please,
for the benefit of a few people give
us Just a bit of Information on this
subject: Are not the Kian ideals too
high to permit them to mix in such a
thing as the personal quarrels of a
few greedy, unfair fishermen, who at
present are making their boasts of
(to use their words) "driving a man
off the Island because tlie Kian will
stund behind them?” A few of these
men claim to have their advice and
information direct from an organizer,
but as yet they have not stated just
what means will be employed to force
the unwelcome fisherman to seek em
ployment elsewhere. Personally, as an
interested onlooker only, I vote for the
Kian with the impression that the
Kian is above such petty things; that
these men have never seen an organ
izer and that if they are foolish enough
to commit any crime In the name of
tlie Kian they will be readly disowned
by that organization und just punish
ment will be awarded them by a reg
ular judge nnd jury as to any other
lawbreaker or criminal. You who are
true Klansmen, give ua your opinion
and receive your reward by keeping
the name of the Kian free from the
insults offered by such men as these.
An Island Woman.

A.'jl' 4 jA-

Saturdayjebiwy 23
"Glenwood Day”

Glenwood

On this day ive make the startling offer of a free
carpet for your kitchen with every GLENWOOD
RANGE we sell.
Whether your kitchen is large or small you can
select any pattern of Congoleum carpet and we
will cut it to fit your kitchen and deliver it FREE
with your range.
Should you prefer a Congoleum Art Rug dny*»ize,
you can have it FREE instead of the carpet.

This is the most astounding offer
ever made as a special inducement
to buy on a certain day.
Your Kitchen Car
pet may be good
now-But you can
get a new carpet

and put it down
when you wish.
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DON’T MISS
THIS OFFER
WE CANNOT
MAKE THIS
INDUCEMENT
AGAIN

3
3
3
3

CONGOLEUM
Carpet Is tha
n Finest Quality
□
□
of floor covering
Regular Price
le 75c.
a sq. yard
o
□

FURNITURE GO.
ROCKLAND

-----

MAINE
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STIFF CONTEST EXPECTED

world resting on a non-scctarian [be corrected. In this controversy let
foundation. It is because our Consti [truth and facts be our aim. Personal
Rockland High-Camden High Contest1,.
r\1
tution gives protection alike to Christ abuse and denunciation should be left
In the Arcade Tomorrow Night Will Mr. Miller DlSCUS8eS the l^UeS- ians, Jews and Infidels, that we jtave out.
C. A. Miller.
become the greatest and most prosper
B. Real Basketball.
tion of a GodleM Nation.
Union. Me.
ous nation on earth, the pride and ad
The second battle in the annua! bas
miration of the world.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
ketball series between Rockland and
Those statesmen who drafted and
I
noticed
that
the
Ku
Klux
Creed
as
Camden High Schools will be played
adopted the Constitution were firm
tomorrow night in the Ag-cadc. Rivalry given in a late issue of your paper j believers in God. and their daily sisbetween the schools has always been teaches "the eternal separation of sions, at the suggestion of Dr. Frank
intense and the desire of the Camden
lin, were opened by prayer. They be
outfit to defeat. Roekland was not Church and State." If the separation lieved that God should lie put, not into
of
church
and
state
means
equal
re

abated by the fact that Rockland gave
statutes, but into the hearts of the
them a 16 to 8 trouncing in their own ligious rights for all, then there is a
people to inspire them to da good anti
bailiwick last week. The girls of both discrepancy in the Kian creed and
to keep unspotted from the world.
teams are as keen for the clash as the practice.
If the Kian would confine its work
boys and keen observers expect an even
The creed says “A Godless nation to bootleggers, political corruption and
harder fight than in the boys’ game.
cannot long prosper." Does this mean the social evil, it would do n«bch good
R. H. S. girls were much nearer de
feat in Camden than at any previous that the United States is a "Godless and would be a public benefactor. But
engagement this year and are anxious nation” because there is no God in the when they undertake to yontrol the
political machinery of the tountry, and
to equal last year's 68-0 victory this National Constitution?
When our wise ancestors framed discriminate against
those
whose
week. The limited number ef good
seats to be had at the Arcade assures that peerless, immortal document, they theology they believe is a source of
A 9x12 foot Congoleum, choice of
an early arrival for the wise fans. A had in mind those holy wars and per danger, then they cease to lie a benefit
rumor is abroad that there will be no secutions. which for centuries had and become a menace. I do not doubt
four handsome patterns
High School students in the front bal drenched the nations of Europe und but there is a liberal, intellectual
cony seats.
Asia in blood, and they decided to element in the Kian, hut I understand
avoid the cause of religious wars and that the majority of the leaders are il
Keystone Cigar»—Mild,
Sumatra persecutions; hence God was left out liberal sectarians, like those who a few
Wrapper. Long Filler. At all storea.— of the Constitution.
years ago controlled the New York As
Had God been in the constitution sembly and expelled some five Social
•4-tf
some of the ablest statesmen would ists. who were; legally elected and
have been expelled from Congress on justly entitled to their seats.
■HMHMHHHIEL
the ground of infidelity, as Charles
Perhaps I have misinterpreted the
Bradlaugh was expelled fr#m the Kian creed. Perhaps it does not mean
313-315 Main Street
Roekland
We shall discontinue our
British Parliament. Bradlaugh was that "a Godless natfOn" is one resting
sot allowed to hold his seat because he on a Godless foundation. If I have
Telephone 745-J
was an infidel. But he had the per misrepresented the creed, I hope I may
sistency of a butl-dog, and for several
years howled at the doors of Parlia
ment, demanding admittance. 1 think
iie was elected and sent to Parliament
four times before he was allowed to
hold his siat. If 1 remember rightly,
Bradlaugh was elected by the Labor
party and was their leader. Some 45
after
years have passed since
the great
Labor leader was expelled from the
House of Commons, and now we behold
IJ Right now is the season between hay and grass.
another Labor leader, a wild-eyed,
Everyone has time now to take it easy and prepare
long-haired socialist Premier holding
the reins of the British Government.
for next season.
Great Scott, what next !
But I believe the British Government
We shall continue our
43 One thing we are sure—there will be no merchan
is safer under the rule of iRamsay Mc
dise lower in price than last year and much will be
Donald, the Socialist Premier, than our
government would be under the rule
higher. Of course there will be junk stuff which will
of the sectarian bigots who dominate
be
sold at a low price, but whoever buys it will be
the
Kian.
on
When the South established their
sold alright.
Confederacy they put Goel into thi ir
We arc specializing more and more in BOYS’ GOODS. Have you
Constitution. Rut they tell us that
ever had trouble in getting things for your bey? Have you tried our
God was on the side of the Union with
store? Every article guaranteed.
its "Godless" Constitution, and helped
We expect to do a land office business Phis year in LADIES’ SILK
the boys in blue to overthrow anil tie STOCKINGS, fcr we are convinced that we havo the boat stackings
stroy the Confederacy with its godly
on the market fcr the price—$1.50. If you try them you will be con
Constitution.
vinced too.
The German soldiers fought under a
Until Further Notice
Constitution acknowledging God as the
source of all power, ’but the boys in
line who fought under a "Godless"
Constitution were the victors.
I think ours is the only nation in the

KU KLUX CREED

FOR

CARNIVAL WEEK

RUGS

CONGOLEUM
SPECIAL

$10.75

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

MARK DOWN SALE

SUITS
SATURDAY,

AYER’S

FEBRUARY 16 '
MARK DOWN

WINTER
OVERCOATS
BURPEE & LAMB

WILLIS AYER

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, February 14, 1924.

COMMUNITY FAIR
TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Feb. 11—Visiting Day at Knox Hospital.
Feb. 15—Vinalhaven—Valentine Ball under
auspices V. H. 8.
Feb. - 15—(7.15) Address, Maine’s Greatest
Needs, Hon. W. R. Pattangall, Augusta, be
fore the Woman’s Educational Club.
Feb. 15—(League Basket bail) Roekland High
vs. Camden High in the Arcade.
Feb. 15—Union, the three-act play, Sunshine,
at Town Hall.
Feb. 18-23—Annual Community Fair.
Feb. 20—Monthly meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
Feb. 21-23—Grand Opera In Portland.
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
F»b. 22—Camden—Annual Ball of Atlantic
Engine Co.
•
Feb. 22-23—Winter carnival at Damariscotta.
Feb. 23-March 1—Portland Auto Show.
Feb. 25—Board of Registration opens In
City Building, Spring street.
Feb. 25—Community Ball at the Arcade.
Feb. 25—"Rebecca of Stinnybrook Farm”
presented at Copper Kettle by St. Peter’s Guild.
Feb. 28—Catholic coffee party In Temple
hall.
Feb. 28—Mrs. Morrill Hamlin at Universalist
vestry under auspices of the Business and
Professional Women's Club.
Feb. 25-March 9—Special meetings led by
Dr. G R. Stair, First Baptist Church.
March 1—Knox Pomona Grange meets with
South Hope Grunge.
March 3—City election.
March 3—Waldoboro—Town meeting Day.
Mar. 7—(7.15) Address by lion. Frank G.
Farrington of Augusta before Woman’s Edu
cational Club at tiie Methodist vestrv.
March 8-15—'Boston Automobile Show.
March 14 Masquerade hall of Veteran Fire
men's Association in Havener hall.
April 3—Republican State Convention In
Portland.
April 5 (7.13)—Address by Paul D. Sargent,
Chief Engineer State Highway Commission, be
fore the Woman's Educational Club, subject,
“The State’s Interest in Road Improvement."
April 9—Easter sale and supper of Congre
gational ladies.
April 18 (7.15 p. ni.)—Address by Kenneth
C. M. Sills, President of Bowdoin College, be
fore the Woman's Educational (Tub.
June 24—Democratic National Convention
meets in New York.

Don’t forget
Cherry Day.

the

Salvation Army

Masquerade ball, not “annual ball” is
what the Veteran Firemen are going to
have in Havener hall March 14.
Theodore Matson who has been in
the- employ at Gregory Clothing Store,
Joins the staff of M. B. & C. O. Perry
next week.

L. W. Benner’s real estate agency
has sold to II. L. Harmon the double
tenement house on Lisle street, owned
by M. B. Davis.
City Clerk E. R. Keene was at his of
fice yesterday telling the boys that
there arc a number of things prefer
able to an attack of, the mumps.
The ice business of Spencer Beaton
has been sold to Harry Withington
who will lx? prepared as early as
April 1st to answer all calls for ice.

IJoyd Benner of Thomaston has
bought the .1. H. Meservey house on
Amesbury street from Isaac Berlinwsky
through L. W. Bernier’s real estate
agency.
This paper wns in error when it
stated that Harry Carr had leased the
Annie Frye building opposite The Cou
rier-Gazette. As a matter of fact Mr.
Carr has bought the property, which
includes besides the quarters now oc
cupied by G. A. Tarr’s restaurant, the
tenement on the second floor and a lot
of land at the rear, extending to Lind
sey street. It will probably be a
month or more before Mr. Carr is able
to occupy his new quarters.
HAVE YOU PERPLEXING PROB
LEMS? Come into the Community
Fair next week and let the power of
thought waves via telepathic sugges
tion l\elp you solve them. Madam
Kanz of Atlanta, Ga.. is well estab
lished in reputation through years of
successful practice.—adv.
20-23

The Directors of Knox Hospital have
issued an invitation to the public to
inspect the hospital on Thursday af
ternoon, Feb. 14. If this day should
prove stormy the invitation is made
for the first pleasant day thereafter.
18-20

Knox Lodge, I. O. O. F., will hold to
STUDENTS, GET BUSY 1
night at the hall, memorial exercises
for the late brother .John H. Brix. The Fine Lot of 'Prizes To Those Selling
various branches of the order are inMost Tickets For the Food Fair.
invited.
To stimulate the Interest and activity
Sam Ross, a former Roekland hoy.
of school students in selling Food Fair
who is now traveling for the Cox
wholesale shoe concern was in the ickets local merchants have offered
city Tuesday, on business. It was hit he following highly desirable prizes:
first visit it here in seven years.
Huston-Tuttle Co., camera; O. E.
lavic-s, two pencils; James F. Carver,
Local building contractors have been
camera; C. E. Daniels, two pencils;
notified that the Brick Layers and
Rockland Hardware Co., two jackPlasterers Union has voted to ask for
knives; Rockland & .Rockport Lime
an increase of wages from 85 cents to Corporation, cash; H. H. Crle & Co.,
$1 an hour, effective April 1st.
two jackknivts; Central Maine Power
Co., portable lamp; Veazie Hardware
Ira S. Sawyer, State manager of the
Co., flashlight; Corner Drug Store,
New’ England Mutual Insurance Co.
watch; W. H. Spear, basketball shoes;
was in the city Tuesday, in conference
Boston Shoe State, basketball shoes;
with the local representative, J. F.
O. W. Palmer, two strings of lxads;
Coper, who is proving that lots of
C. IL Moor, perfume; W. H. Kittredge,
business may sometimes be done in
flashlight; J, C. Perry cash; Elmer C.
the short month.
Davis, cash; Earl McIntosh, cash; C.
XI. Kalloeh, cash; Carl E. Morse, two
The Knox County Amateur Radio
Association holds its pext meeting with fountain pens.

Orel E. Davies, who is now’ the solitary
possessor of a long distance sending and
receiving set in this city. Interest is
now centered on the radio telephone.
It is estimated that 200 sets are own
ed in this city.

Local radio fans were delighted Tues
day night with the splendid receiving
conditions which enabled them to hear
practically every word of President
Coolidge’s address before the Na
tional Republican Club in Nk w’ York.
The sentiments contained In that
speech made a profound impression.

The Water Company has finished a
repair job on the Beech and Union
street hydrant. The employe's life is
not one of roses when he swings a pick
in winter.

"The sweet buy and buy" of the
Methodist Ladies Aid conducted in the
F. J. Simonton Co. annex yesterday
under the direction of Miss Nettie Britt
brought over $22 into the treasury of
that association.
H. A. Markley, new Stntd field secre
tary for the Christian Civic League of
Waterville will address the Women’s
Educational Club Friday evening on
"American Citizenship," and Is a re
markably fine speaker.

at tlie ARCADE

"UOSGRMRATS'*

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

New and Extraordinary Word
Sprung On the World By
Waterman’s Beach.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
I always take great pleasure in your
Waterman’s Beach letters. If I live to
see three Sundays Store I shall have
passed my 80th birthduy, and I thought
I knew something about rag rugs hav
ing seen my mother make braided,
hooked, knitted, anel button rugs, and
some others. 1 never swear, but—God
frey ! he’s got me guessing, this time.
Perhaps Uncle Charley stutters, but he
should kept it out of his pen. Or may
hap he was trying to show off his for
eign knowledge, which would be unfair
to us mortals who only know English
as she Is spoke. However, I have just
ordered from ‘Funk & Wagnall a copy
of their latest dictionary, and am wait
ing impatiently to look up the word
“uosgrmrats,” which made Its appear
ance In the Waterman’s Beach letter
in your issue of-J’eb. 12. I hope the
editor will not try to shield Une.le
Charley, by saying that he is to blame
for that remarkable word.
F. S. Phllbrick.
Rockland Feb. 15.

NEW SPRING MERCHANDISE
VISIBLE AND ON SALE
: : in : : ,
SEVERAL OF OUR DEPARTMENTS
See Our Window Display of New Spring Fabrics
DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT
Just received a line of beautiful Silk Striped Tissue Gingham Checks and

Plaids, at per yard ...................................... ................................................... 65c
Dotted Swiss Voile, 39 inches wide, plain dot and dotted floral patterne
A beautiful line of colors, per yard ........................................................ 58c
“Challctiste,” something different. Floral patterns in latest colors; fast
colors, 36 inches wide, per yard............................................................... 60c
36 inch Witchery Crepe A new fabric, popular for its softness in fin
ish, wi.'e variety of designs and beautiful tones in colors, yard ..... 65c

We have just received a new line of lingerie materials.
Cotton Jersey, white, blue, pink, corn, 36 inches........................................ 58c

All colors in plisse; 32 inch cross stitch designs, very pretty .............. 38c

EDGECOMB CUT-OFF

32 inch silk finished plisse, all colors, per yard ....................................... 45c

One of Eleven Road Projects
Approved By the Governor
and Council.

AU colors in Jap Crepes, fast colors, per yard ......................................... 38o

New Percales, all new patterns, per yard .................................................... 28a

*•••••••••••

HOW’S THE WEATHER?

FANCY

VEAL

IN

V

A. r

EXCEPTIONAL

QUALITY

Is Our Premier Offering For Today

FOR

ROASTING

FOR FRYING

CALL FOR OUR BONELESS

FOR

STEWING

ABUNDANCE

Three Interesting Bargains
. Gordon & Dilworth Orange Marmalade, 1 lb. jars..........

29c

Gordon & Dilworth Raspberry and Currant, 1 lb. jars ..

29c

Gordon & Dilworth Strawberry and Raspberry, 1 lb. jars

37c

Regular 50c line
STRAWBERRIES AND EVERYTHING ELSE THAT’S IN THE

SMELTS,

HALIBUT,

•

MARKET
HADDOCK,

OYSTERS,

FINNAN

The weather vane has contlnued to point relentlessly to
the northeast all of the week,
with the result that the cold
has been extremely penetrating.
Yesterday’s temperature wus 10
above in the morning, and this
morning the mercury was running a dead heat with the zero
mark.
Today’s wind is northeast, and the ‘indications are
of a continued assault upon the
coal bin.—The Weather Man.

•
•
*
*
•
•
*
•
*

ROAST VEAL

LAMB, HEAVY WESTERN BEEF AND ALL OTHER MEATS
IN

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CLAMS,

SCALLOPS,
HADDIE

Next Week is Community Fair Week
and the city is prepared, for an extra
large show this year. For a variety
of reasons the enterprise this season is
less a food fair and more a carnival.
There will be booths under the balonies, but the big middle floor space
will be left free for the exhibitions
drills and dancing. Extra line pro
grams will be presented daily nnd a
big effort has been centered in the st curing of remarkable gifts to be pre
sented at the door." The Venetian
Glass Blowers: Xladame Kanz of At
lanta. Ga., mind reader and thought
wave interpretei; Remsen the high
corned)'
entertainer
and
Xliss
Florence and her trained dogs are
among the special attractions. There
will be a dance every nlghlt, with
XIarston’S full orchestra, Monday
Tuesday, Wednesday. Thursday nnd
for the big closing ball Feb. 25.

Cottons have advanced within the last two months. We have a full
line of Pequot goods at old prices. A material saving to you by supplying
your needs now.

DRESS GOODS
DEPARTMENT

We are opening daily new fabrics in dress goods. The new silk and
satin canton crepe, also moire crepe de chines, silk and wool canton, bro
caded silk and wool poplin in the new Chinese blue shadee, also tans,
greys, silver, navy, and black. Novelty crepe de chine in many new de
signs and colorings. Changeable taffetas for making hats. Goldsheen
cropes for the new draped and ruffled dresses.

Among the new wool fabrics for spring we are showing plain and
plaid and checked flannels, all wool mixed and novelty tweeds, poiret twilit
and crepe wools.
In new cottons for spring we have Ratines and fancy Ratinettee,
Figured canton crepe, plain cctton crepes in all colors, a large line of new
dress linens, all colors, and the new imported Ginghams in checks, knubbed
Voiles, Silk and Cotton Brocades.

READY TO WEAR
DEPARTMENT
New Today

We try to be
very prompt in
filling our mail
orders. Write
for samples if
you are not
able to come
yourself.

Dresses in new Spring materials and styles
SPECIALS
Are tho Dresses priced at $25.00

SPECIALS
Are the Waists and Overblouses at $1.95

COBB’S

CLEAN

SERVICE

SANITARY

NEW MODELS IN MILLINERY

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
Ten years ago today, if The CourierGazette is correctly informed, the last
stroke of work was done In the Southend stoneyard. Deputy Sheriff Everett
Harrington, who was then employed
there, recalls that it was 20 degrees
below zero in the morning and never
became wanner than 10 below during
the day. But it was of utmost im
portance that certain work he finished
that day, and the men went at their
task loyally, with fires built in the
shed to help drive out the extreme cold.
The cutters will never forget that oc
casion.

GUARANTEED

RADIO-PHONES
—AT—

$3.95

CARVER’S
BOOK STORE
E. Howard Crockett
PLUMBING
SHEET METAL WORK, STOVE
AND FURNACE REPAIRING
AUTO RADIATORS REPAIRED
PIPE and PIPELESS FURNACES,
HOT WATER AND STEAM
HEATING
20 Franklin Street, - • Roekland
Telephone 424-1
187-tf

Thomaston’s Fine New School
Building Will Be Occupied
April 7.
Weak on the new Thomaston school
building is nearing completion, nnd It
row seems certain that It will be
ready for occupancy next month. In
order to give more'time for the finish
ing, nnd also a longer period for
moving in, the school board has de
cided to extend the present term of
school to March 21, when a vacation
of two weeks will begin, and on April
7 the school will open for the summer
terriv in the new quarters.
Since the last published report was
made last summer, the .following new
subscribers to the School Building
Fund have been added to the roll of,
honor: Mrs. Katherine B. Wood, Ken
neth Feyl'r, Mr. and Mrs. Theodore
McLain, Mrs. Addle Tucker M'cAuley.
XIrs. Orllla M. Clark. Capt. Alton D.
Chadwick. Xliss XI. Alta XIcCoy, Mrs.
Nettie Watts Clough, Albert
H.
Thompson, John R. Egerton, Roger
Tenney, Mrs. Geneva Copeland Green,
Ralph W. K. Thorndike, Andrew Nel
son, Mtss Etta M. O'Brien, Miss Har
riet E. O'Brien, Mns. Emily B. Red
man. Miss Mabel A. Fernald, Miss Nel
lie A. Gardiner, Miss Helen L. Carr,
John Smith, Donald Hanly and Fred
C. Black.
I’li to the present time the volunteei committee for the School Build
ing Fund l-.ag sanded over to the town
from subscriptions. County Fairs and
other entertainment's, a total of $17,900. This trtcludos the bequest of
$3,000 by the late William H. An
drews, which was paid In January.
Fledges to the amount of a few hun
dred dollars are still outstanding. If
yours Is among these, please send It
at once to Xliss Margaret Jordan.

BEST VALUES EVERY DAY
SUIT

OR
TO

OVERCOAT
ORDER

AS LOW AS $25.00
NEW SPRING WOOLENS ARE IN
ALSO PLENTY HEAVY WEIGHTS

ARTHUR L. ORNE
Insurance
417 MAIN ST. • ■ RCCKLAND, Mt

NEARING COMPLETION

MR. ROUNDS
Will Preach on

“THE
HIGHER WARFARE”
A MESSAGE
FOR THE TIMES
r

He will discuss—
“The Ku Klux Kian”
“The World Court”
“The League of Nations”
“Capital and Labor”
Men and Women of Every Race and
Creed Are Invited

Seats Are Free. Everyone Welcome
■THE KINGDOM OF GOD IS WITH
YOU"
20-21

THE DRILL BROKE
But Optimistic Mr. Lund Was
Promising Large Profits On
Oil Stock Sales.
The blue .sky law was invoked Tues
day with the arrest of Arthur O. Lund,
president of the United Americas
Trading Corporation of Now York,
who was charged with soliciting and
selling securities without being reg
istered us a denier ot securities In
Maine.
Lund was arraigned before Judge
Miller In Rockland Municipal Court
yesterday, found guilty and lined $500
and costs. 'His counsel. Frank A. Tir
rell, entered an appeal, and hail was
furnished in the sum of $600 by the
respondent’s brother-inlaw, who ar
rived in the city last night.
The action was brought by Secretary
E. W. MacDonald In behalf of the
Rockland Chamber of Commerce, one
of whose duties is to protect local In
terests against the Invasion of schemes
not properly vouched for, or properly
conducted. S. N. Annis of the State
Banking Department, assisted County
Attorney Dwlnal In the prosecution.
The witnesses for the State were
four prominent business men—A. XV.
Gregory, R. Anson Crie, William D,
Talbot and Capt. Israel Snow, who told,
tn subsance, that Lund had given
them to understand that the returns
of the first year .would equal the
amount of the Investment, and that if
the oil development which he repre
sents comes up to expectations the
purchasers of the stock will eventually
realize 999 percent.
(Mr. Lund was subjected to a very
searching cross examination, in the
course of which it was learned that
while liis concern was incorporated
under the laws of Delaware in 1916,
and possesses several thousand acres
of land In Mexico, It is not yet a pro
ducing company, and has drilled but
one hole. At a depth of 2000 feet the
drill broke.
Geologists said that oil would be
found in abundance very soon, accord
ing Io XIr. Lund, who also declared
that he had a market for all of the oil
that can he produced.
'Oil seems to be the dominant is
sue nowadays," said Judge Miller,
'only the location appears to be Wash
ington instead of Mexico.” Knox
ounty. he added, “is strewn with the
wrecks of wildcat Schemes."

The health movements, such as
those for improvement of nu
trition to children, the examina
tion of children by the school nurse,
vaccination and the dental clinic,
must all have the hearty support of
parents if we arc to expect healthy
children.
Rockland Red Cross.

+

1855

1924

^Memorials^*
E. A. GILDDEN & CO.
WALDOBORO, MB.

BORN
IHall—-Waverly, Mau., Feb. 13 to
Mrs. John Hall (Miss Pauline Strong
aston) a son.
Day—Thomaston, Feb. 12, to Mr.
Ferdinand Day, a son.
IMimmonti--Rockland, Feb. 4, to Mr.
George ’Slmnions, a daughter.-Alary
Weymouth—Pl,itsfleld, N. H., Feb.
and Mrs. Ml I,on W. Weymouth (Iris
daughter.—Beatrice Grace.

Mr. and
of Thom
and Mrs.

and Mrs.
Barbara.
7, to Mr.
Kmery) a

DIEb
Tibbetts—Rockland, Feb. 13, Dr. Thomas
Edwin Tibbetts, aged 70 years, 8 months. 13
days. Funeral services from the home Sunday
a, 2 o’clock p. m.
Holman—‘Portland, Feb. 13. Mrs. W. O. Hol
man, formerly of Ingraham Hill, aged 83
years, 2 months, 17 days. Funeral Friday at
2 p. m.. 1740 Congress street, Portland. .
Jordan—iProctorvllle, Vt., Feb. 12, William
Jordan, formerly of Camden.
Bucklin—Camden, Feb. 14, Charles A. Buck
lin, aged 79 years.
CARD OF THANKS

We wish to thank all our friends and the
Sunday Schools for their many kind and
thoughtful deeds during the long Illness and
death of our loved one.
Horace Flanders and family and Artell
Winslow and family.
Friendship, Feb. 12.
CARO OF THANKS

Robert U. Collins is prepared to ren
der assistance in malting out income
tax returns.—adv.
tf

Successor ta A. J. Erakina A Co.

First show
ing
of
new
Spring Hosiery.
All the new
light colors.

All Silk, and Combinatioin Silk and Straw

Gold fish have arrived at the Kit
tredge Pharmacy. Come early. See ad
on other page.—adv.
19-21

QUALITY

Sunday Morning, Feb. 17

FEBRUARY
1924 '

36 inch Colored Plisse, white, pink, blue, yellow, lavender, yard .......... 45c

SPECIAL ON

CongregationalChurch
10:30 o’clock

FEBRUARY
1924

Mrs. W. O. Holman, for many years
a resident of Ingraham Hill, died yes
A list of 23 road projects for this
terday at 134 Neal street, Portland,
where she had made her home the
year, to cost $2,165,927.55, was pre
past eight years. She was the widow
sented to the Governor and Council
of Rev. W. O. Holman who died April
at their meeting Feb. 5 by the State
7. 1917. Funeral services will be held
•
THIS TIME LAST YEAR
• Highway Commission. The council
Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock from 1749 *
*
Congress street, Portland.
•
The Community Food Fair was • ors and commissioners went over the
• In progress at The Arcade.
• ( projects together, and discussed them
Hiram R. Tolmah, a nearly mind •
Mrs. E. F. Berry fell on an ley • | in detail. The commissioners then re
resident .of the Highlands, lost his • sidewalk and broke both bones in • tired and the Governor and Council
bearings on North Main street the • her right ram.
• voted on the projects, unanimously
other day and fell Into the Crockett •
(William E. Wiggin of Lancas- • approving 11 of those recommended
quarry. His outcries were heard by • ter, N. II., leased Hotel Rock- • by the commission.
Alexander M. Pettee, with whom he • land for 10 years, and was in ♦
These 11 projects are: Winn; Parismakes his home, and who finally got • Icharg.
• Woodstock; Lincoln; Smyrna; Ed
him out onto the bank. Quite marvel •
Ensign Otis passed a successful • munds; Raymond; Bridgton; Edgeous to relate Mr. Tolman was unin • examination before the State • comb; including both the Cut-off anel
jured.
• Board of Examiners, and became • Eddy road to the junction with Booth• a full fledged lawyer.
• buy road; Bingham-Jloscuw-CarutunkMany of the local merchants have
The Forks; Moose t^iver; anti Xlilovery kindly contributed canned cher
Ornevllle-Lagrange.
ries. cherry cakes, cherry candies to
The Woman's Missionary Society
In addition to these, the Governor
help make the children’s Cherry Day, connected with the First Baptist anel Council recommended that six ad
Friday and Saturday, a success. A church will meet Sunday afternoon in ditional projects be constructed dur
sale of the articles will .be- held in the the auditorium at 3 o’clock. An at ing the year 1924 as follows: Kittery
Salvation Army store Friday and Sat tractive program, upon which much bridge approach; completion of the
urday. Any donations to the success care and thought has been bestowed, missing links in the Roosevelt Trail;
of this affair will Ke greatly appre will be presented, the subject being the ,completion of the missing links in the
ciated by the SnlvittlQn Army who are America!) Indian, and the work which Bangor-Houlton nSfl: road from Ken
putting forth great effort to make this is being done by missionaries among nebunk to Biddeford through the
day a success for the benefit of the these people. Miss Alice Erskine will woods; roads fre>m Wefts to Berwick;
read a paper on the subject, and Mra.
children.
Sanford road.
B. I’. Browne will' sing a number of
The councilors recommended to the
Indian songs. A cordial invitation is
Ruth Mayhew Tent, No. 14 will hold
extended to all who are Interested in commissioners that these six be added
a meeting Monday ev ning. The
to the year’s program and the com
the subject to be present.
journal of procedings of the 33d Na
missioners are to take this recommen
tional Convention has just heen re
dation under consideration.
"I wirh somebody would tell me how
ceived. It is a book of 268 pages and
Peter D. Lynn could be elected chair
fully covers the four days work at the
Miriam Rebekah ‘Lodge will have a
man of the city committee without
convention in Milwaukee in September.
even being a member of that commit sale of aprons, eahdy and mystery
The national president, Mrs. Lola S. tee,” says an inquisitive Ward 3 Dem barrel on Feb. 19 at Odd Fellows Hall.
Elliott of DesMoines, Iowa, was very ocrat. Prior to last week’s caucus Mr. —adv.
popular and received many tokens of Lynn was a member and chairman of
appreciation from the different de the city committee, but in the Ward
The upper branch of the City Gov
partments. The gem of all the gifts 3 caucus he was not re-elected. Ed ernment. supplemented by city officials,
was a platinum ring, set with five dia ward C. Payson, who was chosen to dined at the Thorndike Hotel last
monds. The next State convention i9 that position, declined to serve, and night, the event marking the near close
in Portland next June. The national the Alling of the vneancy. together of the municipal year. Present were
convention will he held in Poston In with the vacant school committee nom Mayor E. L. Brown, Aldermen W. R.
ination, was left to a special commit Srsklne, C. K. MaeWhlnnle, C. H. Mc
»< pteber.
tee which has not yet acted, it is Intosh. G. A. Aehorn and Frank XI.
George W. Palmer, painter, (formerly said. "Sounds to me like some of Ulmer, City Marshal peorge E. Glllof Clifton & Karl) with 27 years ex Johnny Berry’s doings," said the Dem ehrest and Tax Collector O. B. Love
perience is now prepared to do paper ocrat who has raised the point.
joy. Having spoken all their pieces
ing. all kinds of painting and ceiling
during the year, the city fathers made
We have extra fartcy gold Ash for no speeches. Instead they adjourned
work, also reftnishing antique furni
ture.
Workmanship guaranteed and sale with this deal. See ad, on other to Strand Theatre, where they re
prices right. 254 Main street. Tel.854-M. page. Kittredge Pharmacy.—adv.
mained until after “3 o’clock in the
19-21
16-tf
Morning.”

COBB’S
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G. K. MAYO, 22 Masonic St.

I wish to thank my neighbors and friends
for kindnesses during the sickness and death
ot Effe L. Blackington Tolman.
•
Gardner L. Tolman, Rockland.
CARD OF THANKS

We wish to thank our friends and neighbors
for their kindness and sympathy during the
sudden Illness and death of our baby; also
for the beautiful flowers.
Rockland.

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F. King.
•
CARD OF THANKS

We wish through the columns of Tlie Cou
rier-Gazette to thank our many friends for
their kindness and sympathy shown us during
•ur great bereavement, also for the many
beautiful floral tributes including the J. B.
Pearson Co., Thomaston, The Modern Pants Co.
Charles W. Smith, Mrs. Jennie L. Mer-lll

and family.

•

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, February 14, 1924
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AMONG THE SCHOOLS

THE BOTTLE IN THE
News of the Busy Educational
DRUMMER’S GRIP
World In and Outside of
Knox County.
McLain
Much Interest is being manifested in
the Holiday Pageant to be presented
at the Community Fair.
The May-pole dance, Minuet, Circus.
Wedding day. St. Patrick's Day and
many others will be represented. Don't
fail to buy a ticket, and help the good
work along. Every cent goes for the
Athletic field.
The school was visited on Tuesday
x morning by Messrs. Frank Rhodes.
Orel Davies and Edward Veazie, who
spoke to the pupils about the sale cf
tickets and exhibited the prizes to be
given to the'boys and girls who sell
the greatest number of tickets. The
noon day lunch in the Domestic
Science Room is one cf the principal
features of the winter term. "Miss
Piper, what do we have today?" is
asked by the children who bring their
lunch. If you should visit this happy
group on the coldest days you would
find three long tables surrounded by a
group of chattering children number45 to 50. The dishes served on differ
ent days are as follows: Creamed beef,
baked potatoes, carrots and peas,
chowders, cottage pie, meat loaf,
mashed potato. Creole spaghetti. Two
girls are selected each morning to pre
pare the lunch. Eitch week a group of
four, including boys and girls are ap
pointed to serve and attend to the
housekeeping duties. The children
seem to appreciate what is being done
for them and it Is a joy to work with
such enthusiastic pupils.
Assembly was held Friday morning.
Scripture reading led by Wesley Wasgatt, prayer, Dorothy Eaton. McLain
School song. Remarks by Supt. Hull,
who called on each teacher who re
sponded. Exercises closed with the sa
lute to the flag. It was a most enthusi
astic assembly, each school pledging
to do their utmost in the sale of tickets
for the Community Fair.
Grade 8-A has fourteen names on its
Roll of Honor for the past school
month, as follows: Edward Barnard.
Helen Bird, Mary Bird. Brenda Blackall, Marion Davis, Elizabeth Duncan.
Dorothy Eaton, Earle Freeman, Tony
Gattie, Helen Moulaison, Raymond
Pendleton, Wesley Wasgatt,
Irene
Weymouth, George Wood, Jr.
On Wednesday afternoon the day of
ex-President Wilson's funeial a threeminute silence was observed in all the
schools at the funeral hour. Grade 8-A
took for their history lesson events in
the life of President Wilson, each pupil
taking part.
Tyler
The fifth grade has completed the
contest in arithmetic, the team cap
tained by Dorothy Magune receiving
the highest average.
The following pupils of this grade
have been neither absent nor tardy for
the past mo\ith: Robert Alley, Donald
Annis, Clara Dennison, Alton Dyer,
William
Ellingwcod. Walter
Gay,
Myrtle Grover, Clifton Larrabee. Her
man Lessok, Dorothy Magune, Edna
McCartney, Oscar Rackliffe, Kathleen
Seavey, George Sloane, Harold and
Phyllis Snowman, Clarence Upham and
Leo WInchenbach.
The pupils of this grade are now
correlating language and nature study
work, by making booklets containing
studies of animal friends. The nature
study period is devoted to learning
facts about animals and one language
period to developing the written story,
which then becomes a chapter in the
booklet.
Grade 3. There is a great rivalry
between the six different rows in the
schoolroom to see which row has the
best position. Each pupil in that rowdoes his and her best to make their
row the best. Last week row 1 and 5
came out a tie. Pupils in row 1 are:
Clara Newhall, Harold Gross, Her
bert Larrabee, Leo Chase, Shirley
Gray, Elizabeth Moon, and Archie
Chase. In row 5—Lyra Cook, Leander
Thomas, Ernest Rich, Fern Browne,
and Yale Goldberg.
Oak Grove
The attendance is now getting back
•to its former standing. Last week
Freeland Hill received more one hun
dreds than any other pupil in school.
In spelling 100 was received by Patsey
Ferrero, Daisy Gray, Charles Candage,
Charlie Ferrerro and Lester Raye for
the entire week.
Crescent Street
Pupils in Grades 3 and 4 who have
not been absent or tardy for the month
of January are Vivian Cousins. Mabel
Hall, Velzora Look. Dana Phillips,
Lewis Phillips, Joseph Tarvis, Leland
Seavey,
Merton Haskell, Malcolm
Haskell and Everett Allen.
Purchase Street
The boys and girls of all grades at
Purchase Street assembled for brief
exercises in memory of ex-President
Woodrow Wilson, Wednesday after
noon at 3 o’clock.
In Grade 2 the following children
have had perfect attendance for the
month:
Howard Crockett, Dorothy
Dimick, Ruth Dondis, Earl Ellis,
Charles Havener, Vincent Pellicane,
Charles Perry, Helenka Pietrosky, Lil
lian Rubenstein, Hazel Vasso and Horation Torfason. In this grade Eliza
beth Simmons. John Gallant, Elaine
Richards and Slavic Xassar have added
their names to roll of honor for arith
metic. Vincent Pellicane, James Breen,
Charles Wooster, Dorothy Dimick and
Carrol Howard had most star papers
this week in Grade 2.
Marion Marshall and Vasil Naum are
the first and only ones in Grade 1 to
sell tickets thus far. We hope to sell
many more as the children would like
their parents to be at the fair and they
will find it worth while to go.
Fourth Grade—Those not absent or
tardy for this term: Flora Colson,
Frederick Davis. Harold Doak, Neta
Gatti, Leroy Jones, Alden Post, Bessie
Metcalf and EHzabfth Griffin. Those
having perfect arithmetic papers are
Walter Willey, Flora Colson, Joan
Moulaison, Josephine Amata, and Vio
let Harrington.
The school has been given money to
buy a record by Flora Colson.
Grade 5—Our team. “The Golden
Crown,” with Joseph Griffin as captain,
played the Warren street Grade 5,
“Lucky Five" and were victorious witlj
a score 1-0.
The pupils of the fifth grade have
seen six birds which are recorded on a

WITH THE RADIO FANS

(By the Radio Editor)
Who knows but that Earl Dow’s
radio cnt has a twofold purpose in
her enthusiasm over radio. To be
sure she may like the music, but it
Brings Comfort and Happi also may he possible that she has an
in the little "birdies" that are
ness—He Can’t Get Along interest
common to radio receiving sets. A lit
tle guard duty for the cat in some of
Without It.
Rockland's most thickly radioed sec
tions might help in keeping some of
the ’’birdies" out of the phones.
• • • •
J. II. Dow. commercial traveler for
a Portland house, writes Priest Drug
A young man with radio interest
Co., Bangor, Me., as follow®:
came to me the other day with the
"Dear Sir:—Your Indigestion Pow i story that he received a shock from
der has certainly saved me a great • touching his lead-in wire some time
deal of pain and trouble. I have had I ago and wanted me to tell him how it
indigestion more or less for several came about. After getting all the de
years. I have tried various remedies tails I declared that unless the antenna
for this distressing complaint, got no wire was making a direct contact with
relief until I tried Priest’s Indigestion some sort of power supply that this
Powder. The first dose brought re was not possible, and 1 set him to
lief. It is a wonderful remedy.
hunting for a short circuit in his set.
"I never fail to urge its use when Tuesday night I was obliged to eat
ever I come in contact with any per my cwn words ardtI owe this boy an
son suffering with indigestion or kin apolog,- for the misinformation I gave
dred trouble and 1 always carry a bot him. Here's my experience—believe
tle in my traveling bag. I cannot get it or not.
• • • •
along without it.”
It developed that In trying to get
If you have never used MUSTOTURP for Rheumatism. Lumbago. some sort of satisfactory recaption
Tired Aching Muscles, pains in the Tuesday night, Feb. 4 I decided to try
chest and other parts of the body, my set with the A minus not grounded
ive will gladly give you a regular and in disconnecting the A minus and
twenty-five (25c) jar of Musto-Turp connecting tie grounu wire to the
free of charge at our wholesale and bottom of Pie primary winding of the
retail store at 98-100 Exchange street superuync which I air using I was
or on receipt of 10c to help pay pack surprised to get a quick stabbing
ing and postage we will mail to any shock in the right hand which held
address. This offer expires when our the antenna wire. Fearing a short
present stock of twenty-thousand circuit in the set I immediately took
out the tube and disconnected all the
(20,000) jars is exhausted.
batteries. I then went back and
start'd maxing the connection again
bird list which was started the first
and this time I got eve. a worse shock
of January.
thnr before. I was dumbfounded fur
Those to get the most perfect arith there were r.o batteries of any kind
metic papers for this week: Bernard connected to the set. the phones had
Freeman. Bartholomew Pellicane. Josie been disconnected and hung up and
Gatti. Gladys Ailey. Ralph Post. Carle the tubes had all b« *
*n -etnoved and
ton Ripley, Walter Chaples. Evelyn placed on the table. At first I decided
McIntosh, Algie Staples, Joseph Grif that the telephone wires must have
fin, Myra Flagg. Maxine Boyde, Doro been down across my lead-in, but this
thy Prescott, Angus McInnis, Thomas was :nvAstigated outside the house and
Sweeney. John Moulaison.
all was found to be well there. Not
There has been a great deal of en being satisfied that I was really getting
thusiasm shown by the pupils in get a shock from the antenna I tried It once
ting out to sell their tickets. In the more and noticed that when I felt the
assembly Friday afternoon our cap shcck there would be a wide tu
spark pass from the antenna wire to
tain, Joseph Griffin. led the cheers.
Great enthusiasm was shown in the the ends of my fingers when they
spelling match Friday afternoon with were about one-sixteenth of an inch
Thomas Sweeney and Linwood Ayi- apart and a distinct snap was heard
ward as captains. Some of the pupils which the wife noticed on the other
Sometimes the
stumbled on the word, "bureau," and side of the room.
finally after spelling down Thomas sparks would jump ofT the antenna
Sweeney’s side won. The boys and wire in two or three places and the
girls have been singing some good two- shock would be strongest when the
sparks were largest, but on taking a
part songs.
Grade 6—Those to receive IDO per strong hold of the anter.na wire there
cent in the A division for the month of was no shock. • • • •
January were Edna Cuthbertson and
I experimented in this manner for
Sidney Rubenstein. These who missrd
several minutes and finally I had a
only one word. Clyde Grant and Merrill
steady stream of sparks jumping
Wall and those who missed less than
across a small gap of about a thirtyfive words were Frances Walls, Charles
second of an inch between the antenna
Seavey. Irene Strout and Margaret and ground wires and the wires were
Adams. Frances Walls was chosen as left In this position for several min
captain of the A division spelling con utes while I tried to get all the "radio
test for the month of February; Ruth experts,” ex-navy operators and erst
Davis as captain for the B division.
while radio men in Rockland on the
Those to receive 100 per cent in phone, but was unsuccessful. It was
spelling in the B division for the month then about 8.30 p. m.. so I decided to
were Louise Curtis, Ruth Davis and call oft all hopes of radio programs for
Clarence Simmons. Eugene Proctor the night and spring my discovery on
missed only one word for the month.
the boys up town in the morning. The
There were twelve pupils to receive wonder of it ail was none the less to
100 per cent in the A division health me the next morning when I was told
contest, and they chose as their new that this was nothing but a pure static
captain MacNcil Browne. In the B di charge in the antenna which was col
vision there were six to receive 100 per lecting this strong electrical current
cent for the month and they chose Clif from the air and discharging it into
the ground in the form of visible
ford Oliver as their captain.
Last Friday afternoon the school had sparks, which also had a surprising
an open assembly. Mr. Hull and the kick to them. I have read before of
teachers made a few remarks. The ob sparks jumping across the plates of a
ject was to arouse interest for the sale variable condenser in rare eases of
of the tickets for the coming week. severe outside electrical pressure but
The pupils showed much enthusiasm never before with the exception of the
and are doing better in their efforts to young man whom I scoffed at did 1
ever hear of getting a shock out of it.
sell the tickets.
• • • •
A State Teachers’ examination, for
A feature of the KDKA programs
both elementary and secondary certi
which, although more expressly pre
fication will be he’d at McLain Build
sented for the entertainment of the
ing on Saturday. Feb. 23. This ex children, is really enjoyed by a large
amination will commence at 8.30 p. m. percentage cf grown-ups, is the stories
by Uncle Remus. Most ail of us are
familiar witli Br’er Rabbit and Br'er
CAPT. GEORGE A. CROCKETT
Wolf and the other animal characters
Death of Pacific Coast Mariner Who of Uncle Remus’ stories, and although
a great many of us have found diffi
Was a Vinalhaven Native.
culty in reading the stories which are
The news of the death of Capt. written in Southern negro dialect we
George A. Crockett, formerly of Nprth- get the utmost of entertainment from
port which occurred at his home. 4122 listening to them from Uncle Remus
himself from KDKA every Friday
Cascadia Avenue, Seattle, has been re
night. Tune in to KDKA about 8
ceived. Capt. Crockett was 63 years
p. m. Fridays and have a laugh with
of age, and was a veteran master mar the "kids.”
iner and Alaskan pilot. He died after
• * • •
an illness of about two weeks. He is
The fellows who have mourned poor
survived by his wife ar.d two daugh reception for a couple of weeks and
ters and a son, Mrs. R. C. Robinson, were fast losing interest in radio were
Mrs. C. L. Bryant and John Russell pleasantly surprised Thursday night
Crockett, all of Seattle, and Ills mother, to find tilings coming in better. Friday
Mrs. Sarah Crockett of Northport; by showed up even superior and was
three brothers and one sister, W. E. practically a perfect radio night.
and A. 8. Crockett of Northport, WOAW, KSD and KYW were all
Ezekiel E. Crockett of Seattle, and Mrs. available early and the eastern sta
Clara A. Hopkins of Northport.
tions especially WEAF came in ele
Capt. Crockett was for many years gant. WGIt was very loud about 11
in vessels of the old Pacific Coast p. m. and had a nice program.
• • • •
Steamship Company and its successor,
One of the neatest and most unique
the Pacific Steamship Company. Ho
was pilot of the steamship State of little variocouplers that I have ever
California, when she was lost Aug. 17. seen was shown last week by Clifford
1913. in Gambler Bay, Southeastern Raye. It is the new General Radio
Alaska, with a toll of 34 lives. Capt. coupler and is built very neatly and
Crockett was born in Vinalhaven, in compactly. It is used without the
usual series condenser, the tuning be
1861,
His first seafaring experience was ing done by a shunt condenser of about
obtained in a fishing vessel operated .0006 across the primary. Home build
by his father on the coat-t of Maine. ers of receiving sets will appreciate
the looks and performance of this
He began a long career as a seafaring
splendid little coupler.
man in Fuget Sound and Alaskan
• • • •
waters later. He served as mate in the
Charles M. Cook will soon have one
tug Sea Lion, operation off Cape Flat
of the new improved Miraco receivers
tery and in British Columbia waters, built by the famous Midwest Radio
was pilot in the tug fRichard Holyoke Co. of Cincinnati. The Miraco is a recrod
and master of the steamship Golden breaker and is tremendously popular in
Gate, operated by the Pacific Steam the Middle West. The Model K which
Whaling Company. He also for a time Mr. Cook intends to have holds the
was a pilot in the service of the Quart distance record for two tube receivers.
• • • •
ermaster Department, United States
Army, and in the steamship Georgia,
One of the new Freed-Eisemann NR
operated in Alaskan waters.
receivers is attracting considerable at
Just previous to his last illness, tention at J. F. Carver’s. Mr. Carver,
Capt. Crockett was a pilot In the who recently returned from a trip to
steamship Admiral Rogers of the Se Boston, has added a very complete line
attle-Southeastern Alaskan fleet of the of receiving sets, phone tubes, plugs
Pacific Steamship Company. One of and loud-speakers to his line.
• * • •
his brothers, Capt. E. E. Crockett, ls
Receiving conditions for last week,
master of the steamship Comlndo of
although poor at first showed a de
the Alaska Steamship" Company.
cided improvement over the previous
weeks and without a doubt Saturday
night was the best all round night for
this winter. The report follows:
Monday, Feb. 4.—Most Eastern sta
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
tions available with good volume but
Tilt Fastest Shut Mutlt yes tat tdtar.
there was much disturbance from
tiled is all the Itsdini staiulset. Over
2200 aeleetiene—tesd ter eataleosa.
crashing static. WEAF and WNAC
were about the clearest I could reMAINE MUSIC CO. Roekland. Ms.
Iceive. The Boston boat was on for a

SHEET MUSIC 15c

Every-Othei-Daj

They Paid $200,000,000
for Studebaker

cars last year

Find out why folks did it
AST year 145,000 people
paid over $200,000,000 for
Studebaker cars.
The demand for these cars has
almost trebled in three years. It
has become the sensation of Motordom.
There is a new situation in the
fine-car field. You should learn
what it means to you.

L

Studebaker had to
lead in this field. This
concern has led in its
lines for two gener
ations. Any other
place would be un
fitting.
This is how we be
came the world’s
largest builders of
quality cars.

We spend $500,000 yearly on an
engineering staff. There are 125
skilled men employed in our de
partment of Research and Ex
periment. They make 500,000
tests per year.

* j*"

Then on some steels we pay
makers a 15 per cent bonus to
insure exactness in them.
•

Studebakers in 1923.

•

We use genuine
leather upholstery.

Studebakers hold the top place in the fine car
field today.

We use Chase Mo
hair for the closed
car upholstery. Some
good upholstery
would cost $100 less.

In 1919, the public paid over $80,000,000 for 39,356
Studebaker cars.
In 1920, the public paid over $100,000,000 for 51,474
Studebaker cars, an increase of 31% over 1919.
In 1921, the public paid over $120,000,000 for 66,643
Studebaker cars, an increase of 29% over 1920.

To curb vibration,
we machine all sur
faces ofcrank shafts,
as was done in Lib
erty Airplane Motors.
Very fewcarsdo that.

In 19 2 2, the public paid over $155,000,000 for 110,269
Studebaker cars, an increase of 66% over 1921.

$90,000,000 assets

•

Every Studebaker car is Tim
ken-equipped. The Special-Six
We employ 1,200 inspectors.
and the Big-Six have more
Each Studebaker car must pass
Timken bearings than any car
30,000 inspections during manuselling under $5,600 in America.
The Light-Six more
than any competitive
car within $1,000 of
its
price.
Learn Why 145,162 Bought

Studebaker has
In 1923, the public paid over $201,000,000 for 145,162
$90,000,000 of assets.
Studebaker cars, an increase of 32% over 1922.
Of this $50,000,000
In 1924, business has opened with Studebaker as
is invested in modem
never before.
plants and equipment.
Learn why all these buyers preferred Studebakers.
How such prices?
We have spent
$32,000,000 for new
How can we give
plants and equipment
such extra values—
facture before it leaves the factory.
during the last five years. So
scores of them—yet sell at our
they are modem and efficient.
low prices?
Those enormous facilities en
They contain 12,500 up-to-date
abled us to produce the utmost in
Because these values brought
machines.
acar. And we had the will to do it
us buyers—145,000 last year.
We have $8,000,000 in drop
The major extra costs are di
No stinted costs
forge plants, $10,000,000 more
vided by enormous output.
We never stint on costs. Every
in body plants. So we build com
Let us show you the extras
steel used is the best steel for its
plete cars without paying other
you get, because of these match
purpose, regardless of the price.
makers profits.
less facilities.

SPECIAL- SIX

L I G H T - S I X
S-Pom. 112 in. W. B. 49 H. P.
Touring
Roadster (3-Pass.) Coupe-Roadster (2-Pass.)
Coupe (5-Pass.)
Sedan -

$ 995.00
975.00
1195.00
1395.00
1485.00

Touring

...

Sedan

.

-

_

G

-

S

X

I

7-Pass. 126 in. W. B. 60 H. P.

- $1350.00

Roadster (2-Pass.)
Coupe (5-Pass.)

I

B

5-Pass. 119 in. W. B. SO H. P.

1325.00

Touring Speedster (5-Pass.)

1895.00

Coupe (5-Pass.)

1985.00

Sedan

- $1750.00

•

1835.00

•

...

2495.00

2685.00

1924 MODELS AND PRICES—f, ex h, Factory. Terms to meet your convenience
*
- •*

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO., Distributors
TELEPHONE 700. PARK STREET, ROCKLAND.
THE

WORLD’S

FULL LINE OF

COLUMBIA RECORDS
STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS, 313-319 Main Str^t
ROCKLAND, MAINE

few moments, as probably everyone
knows here. Rather a poor night.
....
Tuesday, Feb. 5.—Worked four sta
tions. of whieh WNAC was the best,
and then quit. Considerable rolling
static made reception very unsatis
factory.
• • • ♦
Wednesday. Feb. 6.—WNAC the best
I could get tonight up to 7.30. Recep
tion generally poor, with stations weak
and considerable code interference all
over the board.
• • • •
Thursday. Feb. 7.—It cleared off
about sundown tonight and all sta
tions came in with good understand
able volume. Distance work was pos
sible and there was little interference.
A good radio night.
....
Friday, Feb. S.—A fine night. Every
station packed a good sized signal and
the air was clear as a bell. If every
night was as good as this there would
be no complaints. Worked 25 stations.
• * • •
Saturday, Feb. 9.
Even better than
last night if this is’possible. Distant
stations were available even as early as
7.30. WWJ. WEAF, WI4C and KYW
were all tine. I noticed an occasional
crash of intense static at intervals of
several minutes, but otherwise the air
was very quiet. About the best night
this winter.
• • • •
Sunday, Feb. 10. A different story
tonight. "Sigs" seemed to be rather
weak and hard to find. KDKA. W’BZ
and WJAR came in well but nothing
like last night. Quit early.
* • • ♦
The drama from WGY Friday night
was well received locally and rather
interesting in Its touch with our sec
tion of the State. The hero’s name
was Henry Jordan and the story was
titled “Icebound" with Oldtown, Bangor
and the Thomaston Prison mentioned
more than once in its action.
, • , •
Clarence Rackliff worked the Oak
land, Calif., General Electric station
on a single tube Haynes Sunday morn
ing. He came to
house about 10
a m. highly excited ahd we have writ
ten for verification of his reception.

LARGEST

PRODUCER

OF

QUALITY

AUTOMOBILES

TENANT’S HARBOR
Mls» Mabel Barter was a weekend guest of
her brother Edgar Barter of Rockland last
week.
'Mm. Josie Conary, D. D. I1., will Install the
iffieers of the Rebekahs at Stonington Monlay Bight and at Vinalhaven Tuesdav night.
Capt. Orrrls Holbrook made a business trip
o Rockland Saturday.
James Wheeler still remains Ill.
Mrn. Melvin Wall Is sick.
’Samuel Hocking is building a double garage.
Leroy Smalley, who has been sick with
scarlet fever. Is able to be out of bed.
Wallace McLaughlin was home Thursday
from White Head.
Some of the neighbors have all colors of
lie rainbow flying from their clothes lines
which Indicates It is rug time as well as ap
proaching spring time.
Henry Allen returned to Waterville Sunday
after spending the weekend with his parents.
Mrs. J. K. Monaghan and Miss Mary Snow
vere In Rockland Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Meservey arc guests of
Mrs. Charles Rawley.
A. T. Davis is enjoying a week’s vacation
from his work at Clark Island.
Mrs. Amelia Taylor and Charles Berqulst
were weekend guests of friends in Rockland.
Harold Pratt has purchased a Ford runibout.
Miss Maguerite Willey of Rockland has been
i recent guest a’ tiie home Mw. Wiiliani Pratt.
Sr. and also attended the party given Kenneth
Johnson Saturday night.
Kenneth Johnson was given a surprise party
Saturday evening at tiie home of his mother.
Mrs. James Carney, Watts avenue, In honor of
his ninth birthday. The evening was pleasantly
••pent in games and music after which a large
birthday cake with nine candies made its
ippearan e. Ice cream, cake, brownies, candy
and fruit were aiso served. Kenneth rccelvd
many useful presents.

EVERYTHING MUSICAL
We Have For

PIANOS
Standard Makes

Ivers & Pond
Merrill
Francis Bacon
McPhail
Accordions,
$4. to $10
Auto Harps,
$7. to $1
Brief Cases,
$3. to $
Clarinets,
$35. to $8
Chinese Gongs,
$4.5
Cornets,
$15. to $10
Drum Traps, $30. to $10
Harmonicas, $15c to $2.(
Harmonica Holders,

Mandolins,
$4. to $25.
Metronomes, $4.50 to $7.
Music Cases, $1.50 to $20.
Music Stands, $1. to $2.75
Music Rolls,
$1. to $3.75
Saxophones, $85. to $200.
Strings for all Instruments
Violins,
Violin Bows
Violin Supplies

POPULAR SHEET MUSIC 20 CENTS
This Com
Rsmedy

.Guaranteed

V. F. STUDLEY
Telephone 713.

ROCKLAND, ME.

ROCKLAND

283 Main St.

SAVINGS’

ROCKLAND, • - - MAINE

Office Hours—9 to 3
The "Gets-It” painless wmr to end corns for
ever Is miles ahead of any thing else. Try it.
Simply apply two or three drops to any com or
callous. In two minutes all pain will have
stopped completely. Soon you can peel the
corn or callous right off with your fingers, root
and all. Costs but a trifle. Satisfactory re
sults guaranteed with your com or money back.
E. Lawrence & Co., Chicago. Sold everywhere.

Saturdays 9 to 12
Safety Deposit Boxes to Rent

BANK

Every-Other-Day

OFFICIAL ORGANIST

ROCKPORT

BRONCHITIS

Bovzcs

of

-Apply Vicks at bedtime,
rubbing it well in. Then
spread on thickly and
cover With hot flannel.
Arrange bed-clothes so
vapors will be inhaled.

VICKS
wV R
apo ub

UK

Buckeye

season.

fine night and a large audience greeted
the Senior Class Friday when their play. "Patty
Makes Things Hunt” was presented In the Star
Theatre. Patty did indeed make thnlgs hum
from her first entrance, when she arrived
an unexpected guest at her sister’s party,
until the fall of the curtain. Patty, expeheu
front school, forbidden to show herself at din
ner, masquerades as a waitress and captures
the heart of Captain Braithwaite, guest o'
honor. The many funny situations arising
from these circumstances put tiie audience in
an appreciative mood. The part of Patty was
taken effectively by Aroiyn Feyler and she was
ably supported by Marlon McLain as Mrs.
Green, her sister, Fred Keizer as the impatient
brother-in-law, and Alureda Vilcs and Ber
nard Newbert as kindly neighbors. John Whit
comb made a real bit as Captain Braithwaite
both in appearance and acting and Howard Kim
ball was a close tecond in the role of the
misunderstood Captain Lltt’e.
Hazel Ilcyer
was fine as the hoping Hope Dunbar and Lois
Hagerman as the loquacious colored maid
showed real talent In tiie difficult character
part. Tiie song composed by Mrs. 0. G. Bar
natd and sung by a group of High School
pupils met an enthusiastic reception. A dance
followed the play with fine music. Tiie sum
received dear of ad expenses was $.10. A
word should be said in praise of the principal.
Harold F. Gonzales who gave liberally of time
and effort to make the play a success. Pos
aessed of unusual abl.lty in this line he ha:
the faculty of imbuing his pupils with ambi
tion and perseverances.
A

[ (juulil-i..tce Cj eaiiiJ ;
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•staam,
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iupremo.
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SOUTH WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Wotton are spending a
week’s vacation with relatives in Portland.
Mrs. George B. Davis of Unity was Ihc guest
of Mrs. A. E. Wallace Tuesday.
Mr. Trask has moved his portal) e mill to
this section which he wi'.l set up and operate
on the wood lot of Emily Davis re-ently purOchased by the Bath Box Co. Several other lot.-.
In this section were purchased by thb same
company.
Irvin Wallace was in Rockland last w’cek
Mrs. O. S. Borneman b visiting friend.-, in
Bath tiihs week.
Those who attended th W. If. S. play and
the dame at the village Friday evening v.er •
Misses Evelyn and Eva Gnthtacr, Miss Dorothy
Wallace, Fred Genthner, Johnnie Sears aid
llanilin Scofield.
Mrs. Lloyd Simmons and daughter of Friend
ship are visiting Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Studley.
The Ladies’ Aid will n:4Vt with Mrs. Austin
WInchenbach. Thursday, Feb. 21.
Mrs. R. T. WInchenbach is visiting her
daughter Mrs. Wendell Studley at East Wal
doboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford WInchenbach spent
‘lie weekend with their daughter Mrs. F ee and
Van n ah.
Miss Laura Benner of the village spent
tiie weekend with htr parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Benner.
Cecil Barter ar.d Earl Day of the villag
were in this place Sunday.
Mrs. Kad»li Mort c and -M Fred Boggs of
the village were callers of Mrs. Nellie Wal
iace Saturday.
Basil WInchenbach of Rockland was at S.
J. Burrows’ Sunday.
G. E. Newbert of Warren was in tliis place
Monday.
Misses Jennie and Vera Creamer of Dutch
Neck spent Monda\ and Tuesday with their
sister,, Mrs. Albert (ienthnajr.
Mrs. E. A. Burns of Friend..hip spent Tues
day with Mrs. Albert (Jenthner.
Mr. Trask has moved his mill and camps to
the Emily Davis lot.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Orff and child of Cush
ing were Sunday gue>sts of Mr. and Mrs. Al
mond Burns of the Cove.
Levi Burns had the misfortune to slip and
brtak his collar bone while housing ice.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Wotton have returned
home from Portland where they have been
visiting relatives.
Johnnie Sears was In Rockland Tuesday on
business.
ENGRAVED CARDS—Call at thia office and
examine styles. If you already have a plate
bring it in and let us print you cards in latest
size. THE COURIER GAZETTE.

What’s the use of hatching
fine chicks from fine eggs
if you let them die for want
of the ri^ht brooder?
Over three-quarters of a
million users are making
real profits with Buckeye
poultry raising equip
ment. Don’t gamble.
The Buckeye Colony
Brooder has revolution
ized chick raising.
Grow three chicks where one
grew before. No crowding—no
chitling. All sizes, burning ooat,
oil or gas. Ask the Buckeye
user—he knows. Come in and
pick out your Buckeye.

Lo3t and Found
LOST—Monday night—A pearl pin —some
where on Limerock street from I’. O. Square,
on Main, School Street or Unlvera'ht vestry.
Reward. Please leave at PALMER'S Jewelry
Store.
20-22
LOST—Wednesday, Lack billfo'd with cash
and identification card of State Highway Po
lice WENTWORTH. Reward. Call 733-12 Rock
land.
20*22
LOST—Auto chain 36x6 between Rockland
and South Hope. PAYSON & ROBBINS. East
Union. Me.
19-21
LOST—Between West Rockport and RockIrnd via Roclqmrt a tire chain. Return REV. O.
W. STUART. Rockland. Td. 2h«-13.__
FOUND—A Better Kerosene—Lusterllte. Yob
UNION
can have it delivered in 5-gal. lots to your
home anywhere in Rockland free. For service
1 tf
Philo Thurston died Feb. 2. The funeral call MOODY’S. 455-M.
services were held at the Thurston home Feb.
6, Rev. E. S. Ufford officiating. Mr. Thurston
Wanted
is survived by three brothers—Herbert and
Ralph of Everott, Mas.*., and George of El
WANTED
—
To
hire man 1>V he iiion h. or
kins. N. H., and a sister, Miss Julia Thuriiton
ill nav $3 n co (1 fo- nr’lng wood. KAUL
of Bobton. who were all here to aMend the
ACKARD.
Rockland.
Tel. 44 23.
20 22
funeral. This was a doubly sad service ns It
was only three months before that they were
WANTED—MEN to chop pulp wood. Apply
ailed here to attend the funeral of another
brother, Carl \V., who died of pneumonia, to J. L. MOODY, Ingraham Hill. T 1. 107-1
20-22
‘hi’o Thnr ton will be greatly missed not only
by his own people but by every one far and
WANTED AT ONCF—Expeli‘ need Sales Lady
near. He was ?n up-to-date farmer raising in women’s garments. None without experience
almost everything that can be raised on a need apply. Tills is a permanent connection
Maine farnv He had several greenhouses and
ith good pay. CUTLER-COOK CO., successors
made a specialty of growing early crops for to the Davis Garment Shop, Rockland. Tele
market and selling young plants to farmers. phone 288.
19-21
He also raised many hogs and had quite an
WANTED—( hoppers to cut pulp wood at
extensive hen business.
His fine orchard
showed splendid care and bard work. Herbert Clark Island. TEL. ROCKLAND 21-23.
19*24
and Ralph returned to their homes Friday
noon. George and Julia stayed until the first
WANTLD—To rent house with modern conof the week.
cniences. DR. A. K. 1’. HARVEY. Tel. l'.O
The boys and gir’.s and men and women
18-23
,ave been enjoying the fine skating and sliding
WAWT'eD—First class Boat Bill tilers, stcadv
n the fields, a sight one .seldom sees. The
ork and good pay, apply CAMDEN YACHT
rust Ls so :mooth one can skate $n.v where.
The monthly missionary meeting of the Con- BLDG. At RY. INC., Cumden, Me. Tel. 319.
17 42
g’egailonal church v.as he’d with the pastor.
Miss Crowell. Thursday of last week. Lunch
WANTFD—'ROCH ITERS Experienced on
was served and a very enjoyable afternoon was Bootees and Infants’ Sacques, steady homepent.
ork. good pay. We pay parcel-post charges
A really worth while treat is in store for bo'h wavs. Send us pieces showing stitches.
Lo ;e who attend the movies Thursday. This SIMON ASCHI.R A CO.. INC.. 134th S-cct
deture is fiom the pen of Gene Stratton Por
3rd Ave., New York City.
19*30
ter, "Michael O’Halloran." a production of sterlng qua i its with an all star cast, with True
WANTED—Oak lumber in the 'og. landed In
F.ordman as Mickey the News Boy. Through our vard. Telephone or write, CAMDEN YACHT
hard. hips, fights, joy and sorrow and ills de BLDG. A: RY. INC . Camden, Me. Tel. 3t*».
votion to others wc see him reach Ills goal
17-42
which hts motto of ”Be Square” anted him.
WANTED—35 shaggy eats ami kittens, malt
‘Our Cang” comedy completes the program.
vnd female. Highest prices paid JOHN S
RAXLETT, Rockville. Me. Tel. 352-14.
1 tf

A new baptismal font has been installed In
lie Saints Church and was dedicated by Elder
Harvey Minton Wednesday night. Elder Archie
Beggs has returned from Stonington. The
erics of meetings at Saints church will conip.ue this week under the direction of Elder
Minton. William Winslow and Harry Coombs
sang at the Sunday night service.
The installation of the officers of Ocean
Bound Rebekah Lodge was held Tuesday even
ing and was witnessed by a large number of
menfbers. The ceremony was impred iveh
»erforn*ed by I). D. Mrs. Josephine Conary of
Pnant’s Harbor assisted by Mrs. Inez Crosby
V Camden as mardiai. A program was int roer?- I wiiu these numb r ;: Voca' o’.os, Mrs.
V bra Vinal Smith ; rcadbs. Ml e;
Hazel
Steere; vocal duct, Evelyn Chlilcs and Pau.ine
Hennikar. Fohowing the cer -r.imy a supper
vas served consi-ting of cold m-ata, sa’adc
sot rolls, cake, pies, etc. T ie risking officers
were entertained by Mrs. Addle Bn kiin whl
tl V II.

Alex Slmpron, who has been vi.itiug rc’a’ives in Scotland the pa it two months has
arrived home and reports a fine trip and
very pleasant visit.
Mrs. Aubrey Ames was pleasantly surprised
at her home Monday evening by a party of
neighbors and friends who came to celebarte
her blrthdav. The evening was enjoyably spent
and refreshments served which included s
.arge birthday cake.
Feb. 15 is the date -of Hie High School Val
*n-tine Ball at the Armory with these features:
Heart Relay, Elimination Waltz ‘and chain
lances. Music by Lane’s trio.
Mrs. Almond Cunningham ot Rockland is the
guest of Mrs. Albert Osfcood.
The Christian Endeavor Society was
canized Sunday evening at 6 o’clock at Union
Church vestry by Rev. E. W. Stebbins.
Torter Lawry and Peiirl Ca’derwood recently
bought Narrows Island. Irani the owners of the
Hermann estate and vyBl use it as a pasture
for sheep.
•'*—
Mrs. Henry Dow wfio has been a guest of
Mr. and M.\s. Wi’liam Giiddcn a: Caldcrwood’s
Neck returned Tuesday to her home in Btr
card.
David Young returned Saturday from Rock
'and.
Miss Athecn Ruth Thompson, daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. It. H. Thompson, eelebra cd lie;
seventh birthday last week by giving a party
o her little friends. I’iano and graphonola
music was enjoyed and ices, czkcs ano candy
were se-ved besides the large pink birthday
cake with its seven candles on it.
Mrs. Au tin Ca'.derwood and Mrs. Erne:-: Mr
Irtosh entertained at the home of the former
Wednesday the Silent Sisters and their hue.
bands to a beefsteak dinner.
Come, ye Married Folks, one and all
To the Silent Sisters’ Leap Year Iia’l
Lane’s Trio will play the music so sweet
That it will lift you off your feet.

SWAN’S ISLAND
Except for ice in the docks, navigation ls
open again in Mackerel Cove, and the other
day Clyde Torrey took Mr. Edwards of Rock
.and from Atlantic to Bass Harbor. No both
ersome ice was encountered but the trip was
longer than usual owing to engine trouble.
A new chair, replacing the one lost on the
steamer Bodwcll was sent from Rockland,
and was presented to Mrs. Abbie Rich of Min
turn completing the birthday festivities car
ried out by the people of Minturn. Mrs. Rich
expresses her thanks and appreciation to the
Minturn villagers for their thoughtful re
membrance of her birthday.
The easterly storm of sr.ow, rain and sicet
crusted everything out of doors, and although
there is no depth of enow k has made good
sledding.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew C. Srai’h have returned
to their home in Atlantic after spending the
first part of the winter with friends in Mas
sachusetts.
Miss Rn<s, teacher at the Atlantic school
went io Frenchboro Friday.
On account of the storm Tuesday evening
not enough stockholders, or proxies for shares,
of the Swan's Island Telephone Company nec
essary for lidding a business meeting were
.nesent and the annual meeting adjourned one
month.
Frank Bridges has gone to Boston and Mr:
Bridges ls visiting friends in Rockland.
Capt. and Mre. Maynard Herrick have gone
on a crul.;e to visit friends In Massachusetts
and Rhode Island.
Miss Laura Sprague and Percy Spurllng
dined wkh Mr. and Mis. Alfred Sprague at
the Cove yesterday.
Howard Staples is enjoying the nightly
concerts with his expensive radio outfit se.
Everett Kent is busy installing an effec
tive radio equipment.
Everett Carter has been staying in Brooklln
outfitting the local horses with shoes.

Used Cars
1918 FORD—1921 OVERLAND—1922 BIG
SIX STUDEBAKER—all in ro:m! condition and

ready to drive out. Nbw is tiie time to buy
vour used car at your own price. Call A. C.
IONES. phone 576-R or FIREPROOF GARAGE
phone 889.
16*tf

: : So’d By :
—Dealer In—
BUILDING MATERIALS
Gleason St..
Thometon
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"A picture in tune with the tlnfc’.” aptly
describes "Three O'Clock in the Morning."
which Is being shown today. In ibis production starring charming Constance Binney, life
today Is shown in its gay and sombre actual
ities. There are delightful home scenes, with
those sterling players Mary Carr and Edmund
Breese, in the ro’.e of Miss Binney’s screen
parents. Before the home fireside some of
the best scenes take place. The right, jolly
side of life today is also shown in all its
brilliancy and thrill. The star and lur gay
companions participate in many gay festivi
ties in beautiful settings. The "Mirror Mo
saic” setting used for the Cafe Grotesque was
especially designed by an effect-man brought
on from California for this picture, in this
g ittering scene, Mhs Binr.cy executes one of
the dance so os for which she is famous, both
on 4he stage and screen.
Among the rugged hills of our western cow
country a mysterious hand of men was har
assing the ranchers. The leader, known only
as "The Wolf,” was secure in tiie confidence
of tiie countryside posing as a well-to-do
rancher. Only one ranch in the district re
fused to pay tribute to Tne Wo f and ills pack,
the El Fanita Rancho, owned h* Dkk Donald
son. Dick combined the regular routine of
raftch wo. k with a certain amount of mili
tary training, so that his men were a’.wa\s
kept in readiness, and The Wo f felt unequal
to attacking sucli a well-trained body of men.
The strategy to which he resorted and the
thrilling eventc .vhlch followed are well to.d.
The picture ls shown Saturday.
You wi'.l also enjoy "Liitie Wi’dcat.” star
ring Alice Calhoun. Mag was a wiki one.
She could shoot craps ami lift a v.atch or a
roll of bills without trouble. Yet at heart
she was good and when the opportunity came
she blossomed into a society maid and later a
nurse. There was tho spark of womanhood in
her breast that made her climb to great
heights when opportunity offered. If is a pic
ture that every woman slioutd see. for in ad
dition of the beautiful gowns, the intensely
human and dramatic story, it pieseniS wo
manhood as it exists, adv.

VINALHAVEN

W. J. ROBERTSON
20

STRAND THEATRE

In Everybody's Cob

Henry Newbert of VVinalhaven has been the
guest of Ills brother Jacob this week.
The regu’ar meeting of Harbor Light Chap
Thomaston Prominent At
ter O. E. S., will he held next Tuesday even
ing. There will he a birthday party and
Bcston University.
a picnic supper will be served at 6.30. After
the meeting an interesting program will be
presented.
A Boston Sunday newspaper pub
Mrs. Frank Morton is confined to her home
by illness.
lished a portrait of Miss Constance
A Valentine party will be held at the G. A.
R. hall Friday evening by the members of the
Bowes of Thomaston, a student at the
W. R. Corps. Refreshmen-ts will be served and
College of Secretarial Science of Bos
a good time la anticipated.
Several of the members of the banjo class of
ton University, seated at the new col
the Camden High School were delightfully en
tertained Monday evening at the Lome of Mrs.
lege organ, which she will play before
John H. Andrews on Commercial street. Those
the student body for tht first time this
Onr ir MiMaa Jara tleaj Ynarlr present wen Miss Katharine Moore, lflOC Vir
ginia Simpson, Miss Catherine Caider. banjos
week. The newspaper said:
and Miss Doris Firth piano. Refreshments were
“The first official organist to preside
WARREN
served.
at the new organ recently installed at
Jacob Newbert shot a very handsome fox
the College of Secretarial Science of
A va’endne supper and so< ial Is scheduled recently on Beech Hill Summit.
Boston University is a freshman, Con for this Thur.'-day evening at the Congregational
church parlors.
stance Bowes of Thomaston, Me.
NORTH WARREN
Ms. A. B. Conic, who sp >nt several days
Dean T. Lawrence Davis selected Miss last week as guest of her daughter Mrs. b’oyd
Thomas
In
Linco.nvlile
returned
to
her
home
Thursday night 19 members of White Oak
Bowes from more than 800 girls at the
Sunday.
Orange visited Pioneer Grange East Union.
college. She will play before the en
Ro’and Wade of Camdon was the guest of The officers of White Oak worked the third
tire student body tor the first time Mr. and Mrs. U. J. Cook Sunday.
and fourth degrees after which they enjoyed
Haskell was called to Camden over and did full justice to a bountiful harvest
Wednesday at the weekly college as theGeorge
weekend by the rcrlous K1 health of Mrs. feast. A plea Ing program was listened to and
sembly.
Haskell, v.ho is being cared for at the home at a very late hour the homeward journey was
“Miss Bowes' three years of experi of her daughter Mrs. ^hen French.
begun.
Mrs. Roy Elwell of Rockport who has been
MTs. Hewcs of Plea .antvillc who has been
ence playing the organ in the Metho staying with her father a fey days, returned
visiting Mrs. Fiora Robbins for some time, has
dist church of her home town as well home the first of the week.
returned to her home.
T. Norwood has lately insta’led an elec
Amos Antilla met with quite a serious ac
as her work at the organ of a moving tricA. pump
and hot water tank at the home of
while sliding Sunday. He ran into a
picture theatre have fitted her unusu F. L. DaVIs. Mr. Davis plans to extend the cident
stone wall, striking his head, and there was
ally well for the new honor. This pump’s usefulness In early spring In forcing a stick which struck him over his eye. He
water up lo his cattle barn.
was unconscious for some time and is under
promises to be a four-year job, for
Mrn. Maurice Hahn, who has been confined the care of Dr. Plumer at present.
MIes Bowes is enrolled in the full sec to the house by illness, is again able to be
Irvin Gammon and Wesley To’.nian arc con
out.
fined to the house with the mumps.
retarial course at the college.
iMrs. William Gregory and son Carleton of
“Besides playing for chapel every Rockland were Sunday giiests of Mr. and Mr .
day and assembly once a week Miss W. Frank Thomas. Master Co-leton was mre’1
NORTH HOPE
with his success in *'trimming grandpa”
Bowes also is to accompany the col pleased
at s’filing.
lege orchestra of about 20 pieces in
Fred lilc’ford of Camden is working for A.
The snow crust the past week has enticed
their practice and concerts. All this both od and young opt with s ed i. S •• i I. Perry. Mr. I ?.ry lost a valuable tow last
< oasting doesn't come every year, and for one week.
means several hours of extra work U-fieri Starrett I ’ probab’y among those who
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Perry and two chileach week for the gifted freshman, but arc grateful. Mr. Siarrrit forsook kit s! 1 dren. Aivin and Ida of Liucolnville were
guests
of his parents Sunday.
whl
’
e
on
a
?ha
r
p
descent
In
favor
of
sliding
on
she is too fond of music to mind
Austin Tow’e was in to-.vn Saturday.
his face, from which much of the cuticle h
spending her time in. this way. Miss now mi--sing. To make matters worse he is
Hope Grange he'd another day session lar
Bowes is also a member of the g'ef supposed to have tcached the age of tho c Saturday with good attendance. A bountiful
v.ho know better.
dinner was rerved after which three candi
club in which she sings second alto.
''Michael O'HnUorr.n” from the book of dates we e initialed in the mysteries of the
“The new organ is of great deco Gene StraCon Porter Is the major attraction first and second degrees, also one member
rative value to the assembly hall to tie shown at G over hall next Saturdav. reinstated. Tiie officers for 1924 are: Ma.-ter,
"Miehe? .” the newsboy will warm the eock'. s Elmer True; nvvseer, Harbert Hardy; lec
where it extends the whole width of of
your heart; follow him and his devotion to turer, Everett Hobbs; steward, Raymond Lud
the stage and reaches f-om the floor to the crippled waif whom tie took to be "bit wig; assistant steward. Donald Perry; lady
family.
” Ills motto "Be Square” wins
assistant steward, Dorothy Ludwig; chaplain.
the ceiling. It is an Bstey pipe organ
him horn? and happiness. An "Our Gang” Mrs. Addle Bills; treasurer, Frar.k Payson;
of highly finished mahogany.”
comedy will provoke much laughter. Robbins* reeretary, Julia Harwood; gatekeeper, .Tamer
Orchestra will again furnish music during the Morse; Ceres, Alice True; Pomona, Bessie
Hardy; Flora, Hazel Payson.
picture and also for a dance following.
George Peabody of Appleton, who own3 and
PORTLAND AUTO SHOW
operates a mill on the road from North Ap
pleton to Appleton, reports fine success In his
APPLETON
Fd), 25 To March 1 Is To Witness a
lumbering operations on his North Hope Moun
tain lot having about 50 cords cut to date.
Highly Striking Exhibition.
The meeting of the Home Demonstration Daniel Ludwig and Loring Athearn have been
Department was held with Mrs. Nellie Johnson chopping for him, also Austin Simmons of
Always an event of State and New Friday with 17 present. It was a very profit North Appleton.
Report of North Hope School.—Perfect at
England wide interest, the 1024 Auto able as well as a pleasant meeting as four
dress forni3 were mado. The*e will be a spe
: Willard Pease, Grade 2, Marion
motive Show of the Portland Auto cial meeting wPh Mr:. Frericic Enter on Ftb. tendance
Pea.se, tirade 6: absent one-half day: Nathan
mobile Dealers’ Association, scheduled 22 to continue the work on dress forms a* Pease, tirade 7; absent two days: Minerva
there a.-- seven more •<•!>«• made The s
Pea se. Grads 6; ah cnt three day3; Robert
for the week of Feb. 25 to March 1, in- i regu
’ar meeting wi I bo March 19 with Miss
tirade 8. Oliver Athearn^ tirade 5;
elusive, will surpass in every way the ' Herrick p:esent, the work to he waLt pat Athearn,
Honor Roll for winter term: Willard Pease
shows that have gone before. Under! terns.
Marion Pea/e. Kenneth Bennett, Lloyd Ben
the management of Howard B. Chan- i A goodly number of px-un’c were t-rated to nett, Robert Athearn.
a fine sermon Sunday Wv Rev. F -uirrlc Fmdler. treasurer and clerk of tho asso e-son. the subject King .’’Abraham Lincoln."
ciation. who has managed the affairs The parishioners were vifiy gad to v.c'<omc
PALERMO
for the past several years, this year’s : Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Fish of tiie lower Ridge
a-’4 James Morse aid Miss Estelle Rartk-d
exhibition will reach to greater lengths . of Hope.
F"ed Norton wa« in Liberty Tuesday
in the matter of displays for praeti- ! Little F -eeman Gushee of Fa t Sennebec has
Mr. and Mrs. Finest Howard were guc
the weekend of M •. and Mrs. Georgi Fuller
rally every car known to motordom, been vhfiing his grandmother, Mrs. Graze for
at Weeks' Mi ls.
Brown.
as well as automobile accessories, mo
Mrs. Ellen Turner was a guest of fiiend.i in
Mrs. Ada Conant of North Appleton is .vis
Liberty Tuesday.
torcycles, trucks and tractors, will iting Miss Adna Pitman.
Doris Grady Is vlntir.g Weeks’ Mills rc’.a ives
come under the spotlight of admiring
for two weeks.
eyes. More space will be made avail
There was an all day meeting of the woman’s
NORTH APPLETON
able for the individual displays which
division of the Farm Bureau at tiie Grang
hall a'. Fast Palermo Saturdav attended b.
will be assembled in the State Exposi
Since the advent cf the cold weather the • !arge number of members, who pronounced
Sunday Schoo! has met at the home of Ber t a profl’ab’e meeting. There was a ba. k-,
tion Building.
Through an increased appropria- ! nard Pitman. Sunday was recognized a; Lin uneh at norn.
coln’s Day and quota dons were given bv the
Mr. and Mrs. Will Grady vL.lted friends in
tion the 1924 show will be more exten- | children and at the close of the lesson poems
Montville Sunday.
sively advertised than heretofore, and were read, also sketches relating to the life
Miss Charlotte Hayes visited Doris Stcbbin.
word of the event will be carried into of the martyred president were given af'er last week.
which selections on the phonograph were lis
Mr. and Mrs. Martin T~ask entertained the
every quarter of this and other of the tened to. Then a treat of fudge made for the
Fish and Game Club last Thursday evening.
New England States. Entertainment occasion was passed aqd. greatly mjoved.
Harry Winters of Auburn lost his mill
will be in keeping with the magnitude Next Sunday wi>l be ob.erved as Washington which was operating in this vizlnlty by fire
Sunday.
Sunday morning.
of the exposition.
The L. W. Club met last Thursday at tlm
Several here are sick with bad co?d3.
heme of Mrs. Frank Meeyvey. The prevent
week the meeting will he v.i.h Mrs. Ormond
Keene.
SOMERVILLE
WALDOBORO
C. A. Tow’e Austin Slniniom and Quincy
Miss Margue Pc Hayden of Dexter h visit
Peabody spent the day re«entiy at Lawry pond
Ing her grandparents, Mr. and Mis. J. S
Miss Marlon Welt who has been very ill wkh fishing.
Mrs. Ada Conant is making an extended Hayden.
icarlet fever is slowly recovering.
Over half of the pupi ? at <lie Corner schoo
Miss Alice E. Welt who recently graduated vi ;it with her cousin, Mkss Adna Pitman at
are ili with the ptetai ing epidemic of ba
from the Silsby Training School for Nurses Appleton Mills.
cods.
is in Dorchester. Mass., earing for a patient.
F A. Turner was a Friday evening visitor a
The young people belonging to the Chris
RAZCRV1LLE
B. D. Brown’s.
tian Endeavor Society of the Baptist Church
G. L. Fuller and F. A. Turner arc hauling
gave a supper In the vestry Thursday night.
Missionary W. E. Ov^rlock went to South logs to Co'.by’s mill.
Members of the ladies’ circle assisted in serv Washington
Wednesday fo-olfl.-late at tho fu
A aric Eisinger was a recent visLor at F
ing but the entire work of so biting and pre neral of Nathaniel
B. Roe.
A. Turner’s.
paring for the supper was done by the young
and Stanley Jones are hauling lum
Mrs. Ll’a Boynton visited Mrs. Fannie Me
people. The result was most satisfactory in i berSanford
from North Washington to Razorvllle for Gown over Sunday.
every way and worthy of commendation. The
B. Ii. Lincoln.
John R. Fir.kham was a guest at the Turner
affair brought in $37.
Willard
E. Overlock, who has been in Bos home Sunday evening.
The O. E. S. sewing circle met with Mrs. ton and Connecticut
for
Hie
past
two
weeks
E. J. H. Miller this week.
Next week the has returned home. While in Boston he was
meeting will be held with Mrs. Earle Benner.
of the speake’-s at the Conference of NewSOUTH SOMERVILLE
Eleven members of the Whist Club and one one
England Missionaries of the American Sun
guest. Mrs. John II. Miller, passed a pleas day
Merle Sldelinger of Washington was a Sun
School
Union.
He
a
’
so
visited
his
brother
ant evening at the home of Mrs. H. H. Kuhn
day caller at the home of Sam Bartlett.
S. B. Overlook in Pomfret, Conn.
Thursday. Active preparations are being made Dr.John
Miss Gladys Hallowell of North Jefferson vis
L. Howard and family and Miss Ruth
for the club banquet lo be held at Mrs. Stahl’s Arrington
of Union were Sunday guests of Ited Mrs. Walter Sprague last week.
next week. The committee of arrangements Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Keller were weekend
Willard
E.
Overlook.
Include Mrs. J. W. Sanborn. Mrs. Albert Ben
Missionary W. E. Overlook went to Wash guests of their brother's family in West Wash
ner. Mrs. Kuhn and Mrs. Stahl. The prizes ington
ington.
Sunday
afternoon
to
officiate
at
the
were given lo Mrs. Albert Benner and Mrs. A. fune’al of Mrs. John Svkeforth.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sprague visited the!
E. Boggs.
To tho-e who are superstitious Friday has daughter Mrs. John Barlin in Jefferson re
The Woman’s Club met with Mrs. F. A.
centiy.
n
’
ways
been
counted
as
an
unlucky
day,
but
Hovey, fhe president, Tuesday afternoon. The not so at the Comer Store at Washington, for
Messrs. Buchanan and Hammond, mission
time was given over to the observance of Lin last Friday all roads led to that place as it aries are holding some very interesting ni.'et
coln’s -birthday. Mrs. William 8. Viler, read was the second anniversary of the opening logs at the chapel. They preach the old
of the early life of the martyred president. Miss
fashioned go?pel with great power.
Marlon Clark gave the famous Gettysburg of the store qnd a constant stream of people
address. Mrs. lUro'd R. Smith told of his pro were going and coming all day and evening
and
tire
popular
head
Harold
Linseott
met
them
posal to Mary Todd, Mrs. J. T. Gay read sev
eral poems including Walt Whitman’s, "Cap with his usual smile. A substantial discount
tain, my Captain," Mrs. Lo’vell read an in- was put on all goods just to celebrate and
teresting little tale by a man who knew Lin the nice clean sto»-k of tempting things were
coln intimately. Mrs. Enima Ashley gave a very much reduced. And, of course, every
thrilling account of the assassination; Mrs. body had to go into the Dry goods depart
Benner told of the presidency and Mrs. Hovey ment In the other part of tbe store to see
read several interesting anecdotes. Nine mem "May” and they just couldn't help buying
at the reduced prices. No matter
bers and one guest, Mrs. Goddard were pres something
ent. The meeting of next week will be hold whether people bought or hot May and Harold
were
Just
as
glal to see them and load after
with Mrs. Gay on Friday when Washington’s
load of people left resolving to surely come
birthday will be observed.
again.
An
attractive
I ootlV of food and coffee
Every one Is looking forward to the Colonial
Ball given by King Solomon’s Lodge. F. & A. was served by Mrs. Nellie Stevens and Mrs.
Clara
Overlock,
the
proceeds
of this sale to go
Colony
M., in the Star Theatre. Feb. 22. The plans
are in the hands of a competent committee and for the benefit of the town library.
Brooders
every sign points to this being the event of the
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EMPIRE THEATRE
"Broadway Gold” will he the banner at
traction at the Lmpiic Theatre fo? tue la.
■uuwiugs todav. Elaine Ilamnicrstein, Kathiyn
Wi.Jams and Elliot Dexter play tiie s;ei ar
roies wid e Richard Wa nc. Harry Northrup,
Haro'd Goodwin and Eioiae Gooda’.e es^ay
other impo.lent oea In tne story. A two
reel comedy and the l'athe News wLl mtike
an exee’lent program.
Tlieie is ptobalny no more subtle influ
ence in tiie chi di’.cod of a girl titan that of
ii.-r doily. When other confidences fall thero
in aiwa.ts con.-o'ntion to be found in tbo
dumb understanding of a young girlhood's
favorite companion.
A China doll or a rag doll, it is all the
same when the doil is the object of a child’s
affection.
A street waif will cling with tiie same tc
nacky to a faded rag doll that tiie petted
daughter of a millionaire will cling to a
golden-ha bed doll that can walk and say
"M amma.”
One of the whig dramatic punches in "The
Darling of New York,” 4he Universal-Jewel
production starring Baby Peggy at the Em
idle Theatre Friday and Saturday is furnished
t»V tliis childish tendency to hung onto t fa
vorite toy.
Tiie baby Aim star enacts the role of a wuT
wlio became stranded with a ininch of crook
hi tiie New York Ghetto through the care.essiiess of a nurse maid. Tniougnout the
play tiie child carries with h r an oil rag
do.i. The audience is let in on the secret of
lie doll’s importance in tiie play when the
gem .smuggler who ahdticiet the* child places a
tor;: ne in smuggled diamonds In the- stuffing
of the dotl.- adv.

PARK lUt^xiRE

Poultry Supplies
Send for your copy NOW /
Mailed free on request. <524»
KENDALL & WHITNEY

O

(5.1. 1858—Portland, Mains

. MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD *
Eastern Standard Time

Trains Leave Rockland

for

Augusta. A §7.00 a. ni , |7.30 a. tn., f 1.10 |
Bangoi Ag7.(K)a. in.. 17.30a.m., tl.lOp.
Boston, A 4.03 a ni..1730 a. in.. |110p---Brunswick,A§7.OOa.in.,t7.3Oa. in.. tl.lOp. m.,
15.30 p. in.
t
|
Lewiston, A57.00a. m., t7.30a. m.. |1.10 p. m.
New York, tl.10 p. m.
1
Portland. A|7.00a.tn., |7.30a. m., tl.lOp. m.,
15.30 p. in.
(
Waterville, A{7.00a.m.,t7.30u.m.,tl 10p.m. ’
Woolvieh. A57.OOa.ni.. 17.30 a m.,fl. 10 p m.,
t5.30 p. m.
A Passengers provide cwn ferriage Bath to Woolwkh.
t i eiily.exceptSunu.y.
M. C. DOUG: A.NS.
M. I . HARRIS,*
V 24-23 V. P. Gca’i Mgr. Gen I Passenger AgL

kaatern Steamship Lines, Inc.
BANGOR LINE
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
l.iave Roekland Mondays and Thursday* at
6.00 P M fur Boston.
Return— la-ave Boston Tiiesdavs and Fridays
at 5.00 P. M. Leave Roc.klai.ii Wednesdays and
Saturdays ai 5 no A. M.; Camden 5.45 A. M.;
Belfast 7.15 A. M.; Bucksport 9.00 A. M.;
due Winterport 9.30 A. M.
Return—Leave Winterport Mondays
and
Thursdays at 10.00 A. M. for Boston and way
landings, due the following morning about
7.00 A. M.
NOTE: During the close of navigation at
I'm gnr steamer will run to and from Winterport.
Frieght frum and to Bangor will be handled
via Hui'ksport.

Professional !: Business Cards

To Let

TO LET —One furnished room near bath.
Very central, use of phone. Also two other
rooms nicely furni.died for light housekeeping.
I’LL. .348 M.
19-21

TO LET—Six room tenement on Otis street
with bath and garage. Inquire at 12 MYRTLE
ST.
16-tf
TO LET—Furnished rooms for ll.dit house
keeping. All modern convenience^. Apply 12
ELM STREET.

TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves
and musical Instruments or anything that re
quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable
I. It. FLYE. 221 Main St . Rockland
1-tf

Eggs and Chicks
FOR SALE—One Iniperial Inenbator. «'»
nacity 410 egKf. L. 8. IOPE1.AXD. Warren
I!. V. D. 2.
19-21
WANTED—360 nr 500 eiw Inenbator. Buck
eye. Ciphers or BuffaU. preferiel <T,.*.UA SAW
TER. Thomasion. Me. Tel. 105-2.
19-21
FOR SALE—1.150 eRi! "Old Trusty” Ineu
balor also 1 Queen Coal bunting Brooder
Stove, both ■ In good condition. W. L. MEK
RIAM. Union, Me.
18-20
BABY CHIX—Wylllcs Single Comb Reds
bred for eggs, type and color. Order early 22c
each postpaid. F. H. WYLL1E, Thomaston. R
F. D. Phone 171-42.
14*25

Psychic and Medium

ROCKLAND GRAIN CO.

Seed*

The final show’ngs of tiie Paramount picture
"The Herbage of Ute Desert,” will, h opened at
the Pa.k Theatre on Wednesday wl.i be held
there today. Beta Danieis, Eiuc.h Torrence,
Noah Beery and Lioyd Hugnui are featured.
In addi.ion -to the feature picture there is
the 10th round of "Fighting B ond.”
Tom Mix laces more perils 41 an the well
known Pauline licrseif in "E.’es of the Forest”
hh latent William fox
starring vehie.'e,
whieh open a two day run starting tomo:r »w.
*T. OtSLRT & BLUEHILL LINES
ilow e'o.-e lie came to being blown io the place
BAR HARBOR LINE
where all good movie actors go may be realized
Leave Rockland Wednesdays at 5 A. M. for
from the fact that about two bundled pebbles
North
Haven,
Stonington, Southwest Harbor,
were extracted from his hack as th rcuult of
premature explosion of dynamite in one Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Har
bor
11
A.
M.
scene in which the roadway was b'asted. But,
It* turn- Leave Bar Harbor Thursdays at 8.01
Tom rode through on Tony, and finished the
scene, despite his wounds. At another time A. M. fur Rockland and way landings.
the picture, Mix, riding Jo escape a vicious
BLUE HILL LINE
band of lumber thieves, leaps fiom Tony to an
I.oaiyi lloi'kland Saturdays at 5 A. M. for
airplane. He clutches the axie between tl
Dark Harbor, South Brooksville, Sargentvilla.
Miscellaneous
anding wheels of the plant;, which di.es to Iher I .lc. Brooklln, South Bluehill, due Bluewithin ten feet of the ground and is lifted Ill:: ll.flO A. M.
GENERAL TRUCKING—WlTiIINl.TPN. Tel. hou.-.Hnds of feet into tiie air to "safety.”
Return heave Bluehill M'.ndays at 8.00 A.
155-J.________________________
There aro o.lier stunts peirirmtd by tne lu- M. for Itm ki.ui'l and way landings.
repld
Tom
that
a»o
said
to
exceed
in
daring
At
Boston connection is made via the MetNOTiCC—This certifies that I shall pay no
npiiitan Line exnress freight steamers for
hills contracted by my son Frederick S. Grey anything he h«3 at’.empled Heretofore, adv.
New
York
and points South and West.
after this date. Signed EFFIE (HARDY) GREY
lineo’nville, Feb. 5.
18*20
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Lstate of Willard A. Mi ls
Port land New York Fteight Service
STATE OF MAINE
125 ACRES—SEASON’S CROPS 9 CATTLE
Direct Freight Service between Portland and
SS.
FURNITURE, TOOLS; $1.900—Good Income, KNOX
New
York
ls resumed from the New State Pier,
At
a
Probate
Court
he
’
d
a
’
Rockland
In
and
cr.mfortabie winter assured; only
ml'es
Slid County of Knox, on tho 89th day of Portland, Me. Sailings 'Ijcsdaya, Tliursdaya
lc-pot, town, a’l advantages; good markets; for
and
Saturdays
each way.
January,
in
the
year
of
our
Lo?d,
one
tliouproductive dank loam field i, brook-watered
Through rates and direct track connection*
nine huudred and twenty-four.
pasture; 60 apple and plum trees; comfort and,
with
Maine
Central
and Grand Truuk Rail
A petition aakhig for the appointment of
able 6 room house, running water, good 70 Nellie
M. Hatch, as admliiistiatrix on the roads.
ft. basement barn, granary, poultry house. estate of
K
S.
SHERMAN,
Supt.,
Roekland, Maine.
Willard A. Mills, late of Rockland,
Woman must sell. $1,900. horse. 5 cows ard in said County,
It S. SHERMAN'. Agent, Rockland. Maine.
having been presented and
calves, furniture, cream separator, crops in application
h< en made that no bond be
cluded to nertlc now. Leas than half cash. required of having
said administratrix.
Vinaihaven and Rockland
Details page 25 Big Illus. Bargain Catalog
Ordered,
That
notice
thereof be given to all
money-making farms, host sections United
interested, by causing a copy of tills
Steamboat Co.
States. Copy free. STROUT FARM AGENCY. persons
)r<ler to b<? published three weeks sucres
906DG Old South Bldg., Boston, Mass.
sively In The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper
20-lt
The direct route between
published at Rockland, in said County, that
BURLAP WITH STAMPED PATTERNS for they may appear nt a Probate Court to be ROCKLALD. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN.
making hooked rugs. FULLER COBB DAVIS held at Rockland In and for said Countv. on
DON NGT0N AND 6WAN'G ISLAND
flic nineteenth dav of February. A. D. 1924, at
15-tf
nine o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause,
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
PALMER ENGINES—32 sizes and types. 2 if any they have, why tiie prayer of tlw? pe
(Subject to change without notice)
to 85 h. p. 4 < ycle, 1.2. 3 and 4 cylinders. A type titioner should not be granted.
for every boat. The "reliable Palmer" Is the
ADI EBERT L. MILES, Judge of Probate. IN LFFLCT 5.30 A. M THURSDAY. JAN. X
best for fishing boats. Send for catalogue A true Copy, Attest:
1924
and price list. Largest stock in Maine. Imme
11 Tii 20
IIENRY II. PAYSON. Register.
Leaves Swan’s Island dally except Sunlaya
diate delivery. All parts for Palmer engines.
ai 5.::u A. M. for Stonington, North Haven,
PALMER BROS.. 39 Portland Pier. Portland,
Estate of Marietta Dearborn
Vinalhaven and Roekland.
Maine.
1
12-23
KNOX UDUNTY. in Uourt of Probata held
Returning leaves Kocl.lanJ at 1.30 P. M. for
PAINTING AUTOMOBILES. ANO REPAIR at Rockland on the 28th day 'if January, A. Yinalhaveii, North Haven, Stonington, and
Swan's Island.
ING, also good bargains in used cars. STEV I). 1924.
Arthur 8. Baker, Administrator on the estate
w. s. WHITE,
ENS GARAGE, 57 Pacific street. Tel. 563 R.
if Marietta Dearborn, late of Rockland, in
General Manager.
9*20
aid County, deceased, having presinted lila
R'icklanii, Maine, Jan. 3. 1924._______ _
NEW AND SECOND HAND SHOES, Cloth
first and final account of ud:nlni.->tra!ion of
Ing. Crockerv. and Household (.nods Bought aid estate for allowance:
and Sold. C. T. BRAGG. Rankin Block. 8 tf
Ordered. That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in The Onirier-Gaz .He.
LADIES—Reliable stock «»f hair goods ai published in Rockland, in said Co inty, that
he Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mall all persons interested may attend at a Pro
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
.rders solicited. HELEN C RHODES.
1 tf
bate Court to he held at Rockland, on the
PICTURE FRAMING—Saws sluupenetl, all 19th day of February next, and show cause,
Diseases of the Eye;
kinds of shop carpenter work promptly and If any they have, why tiie said account should
carefully done. EDWIN II. MAXCY, over Pay not be allowed.
Refractions, Etc.
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge.
son’s store, at the Brook.
407 MAIN STREET
A true Copy, Attest :
H,nr»
9 to 12 A. M ; I I. 4 P. M.
14 Th-20
HENRY II. PAYSON. Register.

The Reliable and Satiafactory

WE SELL IT

XXCFIMTS

split day hard wood ;
co junks; also loose hay. Price right. FRANK
RICKSON. R. F. D., Box 70, Thomaston. TolCphMM IM 12.
20*22.
FOR SALE- -Teh room house with stable and
garage. Modern conveniences. 10 SEA ST.
amden. Me.
19 27
FOR SALE—Dry yellow bitch edgings, very
urge and about flic same as fitted wood. Per
dot $2.25. SOUTH END WOOD YARD. C. F
Ficscott, Mgr. Tel. 4C2-J.
18-20
FOR SALE—2 Second Hand Upright Pianos ;
Small Co’umbla Phonograph : 2 Cornets,
Sliver I’ln’ed. STUDLEY’S MUSIC STORE
It-.rk'nnd. Tel. 713
16-if
FOR SALE.—nntise in Camden, with ail ir.odrn improvements, stable anil garage. Slate
nof on all buildings. Call after 5.39. MRS
W. E DRINKWATER, 39 Mountain St.. Cam
ien. Me. Tel JS 3.
16*21
FOR SALE—Hard Wood fitted or junks
Telephone 172-6, Warren. Me., or write JOHN
OGAN. Tliomaeton R F. I).
16*21
FOR SALE—German Police dog pups, pure
breds 4 weeks old Jan. 30. O. B. LIBBY. War
ren. Me. R No. 2.
15*20
FOR SALE—Lobster fisherman traps on
hand and made to order. FIELD & KEEP, 19
McLoud St., near Haskell’s S’ore. Southend
Tel. 758-3
151-tf
FOR SALE—New General 1 teetric Motors
3-5-10 H. P. with starters and switches: fin
>cle, 220 watts, 3 phase. Apply I). SHAFTER
15 Rockland St.. Rockland. Me.
151-tf
FOR SALE—Burpee’s Furniture Polish. Used
in Rockland for sixty years. Large hottie 69c;
small bottle 30c. BURPEE FURNITURE COM
PAXY.
1-tf

PROF. LIBBY

POLLARD CO

46 PARK ST.

For Sale
FOR SALE—Mountain

Vegetable

Can Ba Conaulted Daily

From 10:00 A. M. to 8:00 P. M.
■ t

at i i

25 Park St., Rockland
Appointments by Phono

PrsBf .»mi, 2i Fulton Street.

Tel. 594-1

T
Hflee Teleohoae 493 W____________
T. Pierpont
NOTICE
The nubscriber hereby gives notice that
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
•n January 29, 1924, she was duly appointed
admlnUtratrix on the ea’dte of Nelson T
OSTLOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Pierpont, late of Union, in said County of
Knox, dec: used, and on thh date was qua'.!
Telephone 323.
ded to fill ea.d trust by giving bond as Hie
aw directs.
32 Summer Street.
Rockland
All persons having demands against the
58-tf
‘state, are desired to present the same for set
fitment, and all Indebted thereto required
to ma'i.e payment immediately to
F. B. ADAMS, M. D.
SARAH F. PIERPONT,
Warren, Maine.
OffiM hours: 8 to 2 A. M.
1
January 29, 1924.
Jan 31-Ecb'i-II
Eslate

of

Neltor

t to 4 and 7 to 8 P. M. and
by appointment
400 Main St. ROCKLAND. MAINE
Tnlnphona IfiO
45 tf

Es'ate of Sarah Farrow

ICXOX COUNTY in Court of Probate h< d
at Rockland on tiie 29th day of January. A.
D. 1924.
Palmer M. Ryan, Executor on the estate of
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy
Sarah Farrow, late of Union, in said County
deceased, having presented his first and final G M. WHEELER,D.C.PLC
•ount of administration of said estate for
Chiropractor
allowance:
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three 4C3 IVAIN STREET • ■ RCCKLAND
weeks successively, in The Courier-Gazette,
Graduate Palmer School of Chiropraetie
published in Roekland, in said County, that all
Office Hours:
persons interested may attend at a Probate Mondays. Wednesdays,
Fridays. 10-12, 2-5, 7-5
Court to be held at Rockland, on the 19th
Tuesdays, Thursdays, 10-12, 2^5
day of February next, and show cause, if any
Saturdays 10-12
Tel. ftM
they have, why the said account should not
he allowed.
DR. T. L. McBEATH
ADELBERT L. MILES. Judge.
A true Copy, Attest:
Osteopathic Physician
14-Th-20
HENRY II. PAYSON, Register.
Estate of Alice E. Simmons

NOTICE
Tlte subscriber hereby gives notice tint on
January 5, 1924, he was duly appointed ad
ministrator of the estate of Alice E. Simmons,
late of Rockland, in the County of Knox, de
ceased, and on this date was qualified to till
said trust by giving bond as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the
estate, are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all Indebted there are re
quired to make payment immediately to
ELMER K. SIMMONS.
Rockland. Maine.
January 5. 1924
Janl»-17-24

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
106 PLEASANT STREET

PLUMBING

HEATING

TEL. 244-W.

117-tt

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Telephoni 138
38 UNION STREET, ROCKLAND. MAINE

Gradual, of American School of
O.teoopathy

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
ORm: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON

081c, Hour,: I tu 3 ,nd 7 t, 8 P. M

RmIO,,,, until 9 A. M. and by A.rMatnMOl
T.l.gh.nn: Retldenu. 41-4: Olllw 148

W. A. JOHNSTON. REIi. PHC.

JOHNSTON’S DRUGSTORE
COMPLEE
DRUG
ANO
SUNDRY
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DEVELOPING,
PRINTING
AND
EN
LARGING.

370 Main St., Rockland, Me,

Page
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and most useful gift. The home was
prettily decorated in orange and white.
The evening was spent socially with
The schools close the 21st of March
music and games.
Apples, candy,
with a two weeks’ vacation. Next term
cookies, cake and ice cream were
the new building will be occupied by
served. Guests present were Mr. and
the High School and the grammar
Mrs. William Mathews and niece, Mr.
grades.
and Mrs. Alpheus Jones. Mr. and Mrs.
The Ladies’ Guild of St. John’s Epis
Bert Robinson and daughter. Mr. and
copal church met with Mrs. J. B.
Mrs. Albert Walker, Mr. and Mrs.
Pitcher in Rockland yesterday after
William Maloney and daughter. Mrs.
noon.
Weston Young and son, Mr. and Mrs.
The Meeting House Hill Club met
Henry Jones. Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Oliver. Mr. and Mrs. William Uilchrest
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. F. P.
Hathorne and Mr. and
Mrs. Earl
Maxey.
Mrs. William Colley will be hostess
CASH GROCERY
of the Fortnightly Club Friday after
41 OCEAN STREET
noon and evening. One of the famous
pot luck suppers will be served.
MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED Miss Arlene Xewbert has returnee!
from a three weeks' visit spent in
Whitinsville, Mass., the guest of her
sister, Mrs. Mildred Closson.
One of the delightful affairs of the
week was a dinner party given by Mrs.
Another lot of those Smoked Shoulders, 8 to I 0 lbs. lb. I 2c harles Smith with covers laid for 17.
Pork Roasts, pef lb.............. 17c; Chops, per lb..................19c Tuesday evening, at her home on Green
street. At 7 o'clock the guests were
HAMS—Whole, lb.
18c; Half Ham, lb.
18c invited to the dining room which was
Sliced to fry, per pound....................................................25c .eautifully decorated for the occasion
in valentine colors. There were valen
Fores of Lamb, per lb.......... 20c. Lamb to stew, lb........... 15c tines
for place cards and the table
Lamb Chops, per pound........................................................ 38c decorations were in keeping with the
A delicious dinner was serveel
Hamburg Steak, fresh ground, 2 pounds........................... 25c season.
by the hostess, consisting of chicken
Pot Roasts or Stew Beef, per pound....................................15c pie, mashed potato and turnip, hot
Sliced Liver, per pound............ 10c; 3. pounds........... 25c rolls, cake, ice cream, assorted nuts,
candy anel coffee. The evening was
Sliced Bacon, per pound . . . 30c. Dixie Bacon, lb.......... 20c passed in playing cards and dancing.
Mrs. Iada Xewcombe leaves Satur
Heavy Salt pork, per pound................................................. 18c
day for New York to visit her son, EelPure Lard, per lb.......... 16c; 25 lb. tubs, per tub .... $3.88 ward a few weeks. Mrs. Xewcombe
Compound Lard, per pound .... 1 5c; 20 lb. tubs .... $2.90 expects to visit her son Alfred in
111. later.
Creamery Butter (cut from tub) per lb.............................. 52c Galesburg,
Booketl to be shown at Watts hall
Full Cream Cheese, per pound............................................. 32c tomorrow is the popular story by Gene
Strictly Fresh Eggs, doz. . .48c. Western Eggs, doz. . .42c Stratton Porter. "Michael O’Halloran.”
The story of Mickey the news boy with
Nut Oleo, per pound............................................................... 24c the philosophy of a sage and the
Mince Meat, per pound................ I 5c; 2 pounds.............. 25c courage of a Sparthn—of his loyalty
and love for others—will touch a.tfc10 pounds Fine Granulated Sugar............................. . . . $1.00 sponsive chorel in the hearts of all.
Plenty of laughter is registered in the
Best All Round Flour, per bag . . . .85c; 8 bags . . . .$6.50 two reel "Our Gang" comedy.
Granulated Meal, 6 pounds ............................................... 25c A valentine social wilt be held in the
Baptist vestry Friday evening for
Pure Cream Tartar, % lb. pkg. 1 0c; I lb. pkg. 35c; 3 lbs. $1.00 members
of the Sunday school and
Baking Soda, 1 lb. pkg., 5 packages for................................25c congregation. An attractive program
be given and valentine games will
Corn Starch, 2 pkgs......... I 5c. Laundry Starch, 4 lbs. . .25c will
be played. Everybody come.

THOMASTON

-———

.... ——»

with Mrs. Edward Risteen Tuesday
evening.
Mrs. Bernard Robinson entertained
a few friends Monday evening. A de
licious buffet lunch was served.
Mrs. Ella Elliot entertains members
of the Friday Club tomorrow after
noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Vertner Beckett cele
brated their first wedding anniversary
Monday evening by entertaining a few
friends, each one presenting a lovely

SELLING OUT SALE o/

DAVIS GARMENT STOCK

FRANK O. HASKELL
TELEPHONE 316

Cash Prices for FRIDAY, SATURDAY, MONDAY

Whole Rice, 4 pounds.................. 25c; 8 lbs....................... 75c
Look at the A. & P. Store this week.
Excelsior Coffee, per pound..................................................32c Campbell's
Tomato Soup and Beans, 3
White House Coffee, lb.............. 38c; 3 pounds.............. $1.00 for 23 cents. Fresh" Soda Crackers, 12
Formosa Oolong Tea, lb.............. 35c; 3 pounds............. $1.00 cents per pound.—adv.
Dunham s Cocoanut, 2 packages...................................... 25c
FIFTY-NINE YEARS MARRIED
Pea Beans, quart .... 18c; 3 quarts .... 50c peck ... $1.10
of Thomaston Lady Receives
Yellow Eye Beans, quart................ 19c; peck................. $1.40 Birthday
Its Annual Fitting Recognition.
Prunes, 3 lbs. . . 25c. New Dates, lb. . . 15c; 2 lbs.......... 25c
New Seeded Raisins, package .... 1 5c; 2 packages .... 25c Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
As the years come and go they brin
Baker’s Chocolate, half pound cake.................................. 15c around
Mrs. Blunt’s birthday and her
Toilet Paper, 7 rolls................ 25c; 4 pkgs. for.................. 25c party. Yes, Feb. 12 was the day and
Kellogg’s Corn Flakes, 2 packages...................................... 15c of course she feels better about it as
Shredded Wheat,’ per package........................................... 10c it also celebrates the birthday of
Lincoln. The party this
Cream of Wheat, package................ ................................... 19c Abraham
week was a littte smaller than last
Cream of Rice, 2 packages................................................. 25c yVar, owing to distances and sickness.
of the former party were present
Salada Tea, half pound packages, each........................... 39c Five
—Mrs. Hattie Hastings, Mrs. Gertrude
Macaroni or Spaghetti, 4 packages.................................... 25c studIey, Mrs. Mary Bunker, Mrs.
Large package Rolled Oats, each......... 18c; 3 for............ 50c I Blanche Vose and Mrs. Lilia Ames
Others formerly present, for various
Puffed Wheat, per package ............................................... 10c reasons could not be there. Mrs. Blunt
Walnuts, per pound................ 25c; 5 pounds................. $1.00 was S3; with the crowd and the music

Old Dutch Cleanser, per can .... 8c. Klenall, can .... 18c
Armour’s White Naphtha Soap. 25 bars............................. 90c
Matches—6 boxes in carton, each.................................... 25c
Runkle3 Cocoa, 4 cans...........................................................25c
Nutmeg, Pepper, Ginger, Cassia, Allspice, Leaf or Ground
Sage, Mace, per package............ 10c; 3 pkgs................. 25c
Malted Milk, $1.00 size, each .......................................... 70c
Malted Milk, 50c size, each................................................. 38c
Mellen’s Food, large size, each ............................................. 69c
Musterol, per jar . . . .29c. Vicks Vapo Rub, jar ... .30c
Mentholatum, per jar............................................................. 19c
Hind’s Honey and Almond Cream, jar........................... 39c
Mavis Talcum Powder, can......... ..................................... 19c

she says she can go through an oldfashioned waltz with the best of th< m !
The girls” had a great time. They
told stories, sang and played the piano.
It was decided that Mrs. Hastings took
the prize in song, dance and poem.
Here is her composition;
The girls have come again today
To celebrate once more
The birthday of a lady fair
And to wish her many more.
This lady is remarkable.
So bright and full of life.
May her blessings never wane
Is the wish of us all tonight.

At 6 o’clock Mrs. Blunt was called to
the table, which was lighted by the
candles on one of the two birthday
cakes, and found on her plate a box I
of Page & Shaw’s, a gift of the girls. ,
Then the lights were turned on and
never did beans, salad and the other'
CUT
PRICES ON
ALL
PATENT
MEDICINES dainties taste so good. To the young:
ladies of Thomaston we return manyNo better people reside in j
Evaporated Milk (tall cans) ea. 1 Ic; 6 for 60c; 12 cans $1.15 thanks.
the town. They are very thoughtful |
Delmonte Peaches, can.......................................................... 29c of us and may God bless them all. and
Sliced Pineapple, can................ 35c; 3 cans.................. $1.00 the absent ones too. On Aug. 17 next.
Mrs. Blunt and I will have completed
Tomato Ketchup, large bottle, each....................................... 19c 59 years of wedded life and happiness.
Grated Pineapple, can............................................................. 25c We have many friends, for which we
thankful, and hope to round out a
Maine Corn, yellow bantam, each .... 1 5c; 2 cans . . . .25c are
few more years.
Oscar Blunt.

String Beans, per can................ 15c; 2 cans................... 25c
Squash or Pumpkin, per can............15c; 2 cans.............. 25c
Sardines, 2 cans........... 25c.
Red Salmon Steak, per can .

Tuna Fish, can

Salted Greens, 2 lbs. . . .25c. Salt Mackerel, per lb.
Sauer Kraut, 4 lbs...........................................................
Finnan Haddie, per pound.............................................
Potatoes, per peck................ 30c; bushel ..............
Onions, 5 lbs..................... 25c. Cabbage, lb...............
Turnips, pound.................... 2c. Beets, 6 lbs...............
Carrots and Parsnips, 3 lbs............................................
Cooking Apples, peck......................................................
California Oranges, dozen......... 35c; 3 dozen ...
Large California Lemons, 8 for . .’...............................
Grape Fruit, each.................... 10c; 3 for..............

Cranberries, quart.................... 1 5c; 2 quarts . . .
Salted Pickles, per pound............ 15c; 2 pounds
Sweet Plain, or Sweet Mixed Pickles, per pound
Sour Pickles, per pound........................................

Moxie, per bottle............................................................
Every Day Smoking Tobacco, each .... 18c; 3 for
Beechnut Gum, 3 packages for.................................
Penny Candy, all kinds, 15 for............. ......................
Pop Corn, 5 pounds...........
Marshmallows, per pound
White Wool Soap, per cake........... 5c; 6 cakes
Black Satin Stove Polish, each........... 10c; 3 for
Brooms, each...................... ....................................

Log Cabin Syrup, medium size, each.........
Karo Syrup, Blue Label..................................
Maple Flavor.................... 14c; White
Jello, assorted flavors, per package.............

AT HASKELL’S

CAMDEN
The W. C. T. U. held a very interesting
meeting Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. Fred P.
Aldus. The subject of the reading wa?
“Frances Willard.’’ Plans were made and sub
jects outlined for future meetings. The sub
ject of the next meeting, Feb. 26, will be
“Health.”
Mrs. Frank Robinson leaves today for her
home in Danville. Ill., after a stay of several
months with her mother, Mrs. E. E. Rokes,
who will accompany her as far as Boston
and remain for a short visit.
Mrs. A. P. Halford entertained the Tues
day Auction Club at her home on Central
street. Next week’s meeting will be held with
Miss Florence Kirk.
The regular meeting of Joel Keyes Grant
Circle, bodies of the G. A. R.. Friday, with work
on puffs in afternoon Picnic lunch and a spe
cial program appropriate to Washington will be
given The children of members arc to be
guests and will take part in the program
Mrs P. G. Willey will entertain the Monday
Club next week.
News has been received in town of the death
of Wlllljpii Jordan, a former Camden man. who
passed away at his home in Proctorville, Vt.,
Feb. 12.
The Good Times Club will meet this even
ing with Mrs. Carl Whitehouse.
Charles A. Bucklin died at his home on
Pearl street this morning at the age of 79
years. The death came as a surprise for Mr.
Bucklin was extremely smart for one of hb
years. He was a native of South Warren
but had made his home in this town for the
past 58 years. During Ills long residence here
Mr. Bucklin had built up a peerless reputation
as a citizen and business man. He is sur
vived by oue son, Ralph, of this place.
Between a thousand and twelve hundred
people packed the Opera House last night at
the “Carnival of Fun.” The 'affair was markedly
successful. There was a big Rockland dele
gation present.

STARTED WITH A RUSH
Hundreds went out Saturday without being waited on
Are you one of them?

You will be taken care of.

We have more help this week.

Come any day and Save Money on

Coats, Suits, Shirts,
Dresses, Blouses, Fur Coats
d

They are going Regardless of Cost.

REPLACED WITH

NEW SPRING MERCHANDISE

Why Walt and Pay Hore Later.

it is your Gain.

This morning at 7.30 Holy Eucharist
was held in the ntw Episcopal church
on Chestnut street. Bishop Brewster
of Portland was present and the bene
diction of the altar tok place. Tfiis
is tlie first service to be held in the
church. It Is hoped that the service
of consecration may take place In the
summer.

Take advantage of Our Loss

We bought the Stock at a Low price and
s

you get the Benefit.

Come one and all.

Telephone your friends

CUTLER-COOK CO.

H. DAVIS

Successors to

346 Main St.

PORK ROASTS

20*

Little Pig’s Ribs

NOTHING BETTER FOR ROASTING
CHUCK ROAST

15c

LAMB FORES
22c

RUMP STEAK
50c

Choice Beef
Oven or Pt Roast

Genuine Spring
Boned if desired

PORK STEAK
35c

PORK CHOPS, per pound...................................... 22c
ROUND STEAK, per pound....................................38c
HAMS

SAUSAGE
30c
Pure Pork

Lean, Light Smoked

2 for 25c

DATES
2 lbs. 25c

WALNUTS
28c

Seeded or Seediest

New Crop

Genuine Naples

VERY LEAN
WHOLE OR HALF

30c

RAISINS

SHOULDERS
16c

THREE CROW CREAM TARTAR, per lb. .. 35c
4 ounce package................. 11c. This is a good buy

HANLEY’S
Auto Delivery

THOMASTON

Tel. 162-11

CAMDEN '■ ROCKLAND
Those magic words will fill the old

ARCADE Tomorrow Night when

these two old rivals clash in the sec
ond of their 1924 basketball games.
R. H. S. took the first one, but Cam

den vows “it shall not be again.”

ARCADE—FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 15
COME EARLY

SUNSET
Howard Pierce of South Deer Isle spent
Sunday at Eagle.
Mrs. Walter E. Scott entertained nt her
home on Friday. The guests being Mrs. Mil
dred Colby, Mrs Vida Sylvester and Mrs. Susie
M Hardy.
The men folks of the community arc taking
advantage of the excellent sledding to get out
their wiaai. Tlie coming week will open up the
lee ponds and Mil their ice houses.
bn Thursday ev -nig tlie Johnson Bible Class
ot the Sunday School was entertained by the
Hirteldns Class at their annual business meet
lug. .When the business had been transacted
a delicious lunch of assorted cakes and cocoa
was stirred by tlie very eOMeut banquet eom-

Sold Out To

CUTLER-COOK CO.

WC AIM TO PLEASE

WE Ain TO PLEASE

FIRST SERVICE TODAY
Bishop Bnewster Presides at Benedic
tion of the Altar in Camden's Hand
some New Episcopal Church.

Every garment must be

mlttee. There were many features in the at
tractive entertalnntii,.
Miss Minnie Lufkin Is In Knox Hospital for
an appendicitis operation. She was accom
panied to Itueklaud by her mother Mrs. Lena
Lufkin who will remain a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl S. Brown and daughter
Atibie. with Mr. and Mrs. Carver of Eagle
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. George II.
Bodge.
Mrs. Sterling Stinson was the guest of her
parents on Sunday.
If you have a news Item for Hie "Courier"
please phone it to 46 ring 6.
Mm. Ethel J. Eaton arrived on the boat
Sunday. She was accompanied h) her mother
Mrs. diaries Thompson.

The Store Where You Save Money
VISIT OUR BOOTH
—AT THE—

COMMUNITY FAIR
WE WILL HAVE A LARGE LINE OF

SUGAR WAFERS AT SPECIAL

PRICES
Chocolate Philopenas, pkg 10c; 3 for 25c
Clover Leaves, pkg......10c; 3 for ....25c
Perfettos, pkg......... 10c; 3 for ....... 25c
Hydrox, pkg. ___ 10c; 3 for ....... 25c
Look at These for 5c package—
Animal Crackers
Cheese Niblets
Krispy Crackers
Vanilla Wafers
Chocolate Snaps.......
Lemon Snaps
1 pound Assortment lb. pkg. for ..... 33c
All of our Meats are cut from West
ern Steers. Our Canned Goods are the
best. All our Groceries are staple
goods. We aim to satisfy every cus
tomer in order to secure future busi
ness, which we have been successful in
securing so far. We give everyone a
share of our profits. The quality of
goods we sell at low prices speaks for
itself. Try it now, by Mail or Freight,
by Telephone or come in person. We
welcome you anyway, and solicit your
patronage.
Everything advertised in our ad. of
Jan. 10 remains at the same Low
Prices, except a few articles mentioned
below, which have changed slightly in
price. We with also to remind you of
a few articles which we are selling at
regular prices. Compare them with
your grocer’s or with our competitors’
who are trying to make you believe
they are underselling us, and you will
tee for yourself the saving you can
make by trading yvith us.

10 lb. bag Granulated Sugar ....... $1.00
Confectioner’s Sugar, lb.................... 12c
Lamb and Veal at Lowest Prices

Top Round Steak, lb............................30c
Best Cut Rump Steak, lb.............. _. 40c
Five Rib Roast, lb............................... 18c
Sirloin Roast, lb....................................30c
We have newly Corned Beef, per lb.
............................................... 7c and 8c
We also have Chuck Corned, all lean,
per lb..................................................12c
Shoulder Clods, eornsd, all meat, no
bones, no watte, lb......................... 14c
Home Made Country Sausage, lb. 20c
(Just as good as some stores sell for
30c and 35c lb.)
A1 Smoked Shoulders, 6 to 8 lbs.
per pound ..................... .. ...........„... 13c
12 to 14 pounds, par pound ........... 12c
Dixie Bacon, lb......... 20c; 5 lbs. ....... 95c
Swift’s Pure Lard, lb....... ................ 16e
Swift’e Compound, lb........................ 16c
The very best Pork Roast, lb.......... 18c
Pork Roast (a little fat) lb............. 15c
Chops, lb................................... .. ......... 17c
Salt Pork, fat and lean, 2 lbs........ 25c
Heavy Fat Salt Pork, lb................... 18c
New Walnuts, lb....... 25c; 5 lbs....... $1.10
2 lb. pkg. Cocoa ............................... 20c
Graham Flour, 5 lb. bag .................. 25c
Rolled Oats, 6 lbs................ _........... 23c
Granulated Meal, 6 lbs...................... 25c
Kellogg’s Corn Flakes, 2 packages 15c
Cranberries, quart ............................. 12c
White Peas, quart............................... 15c
Canned Mackerel, per can .............. 20c
Dunham’s Cocoanut, 2 packages .... 25c
Toilet Paper, 7 rolls............................ 25c
SaladaTea, half lb. pkg.................... 38c

Salada Tea, Red Label, J4 lb. pkg. 43c
Matches—6 boxes for ....................... 25c
Diamond Matches, large box; the best
match on the market, per box .... 6c
Large can Poaches, can .....20c and 25c
Sliced Pineapple, large can .......... 33c
Grated Pineapple, medium size can 25c
String Beans, 2 cans ....................... 25c
Potatoes, native, the best on the
market, peck .....35c; bushel ..... $1.25
Onions, small size, 10 lbs................. 25c
Medium size, 5 pounds ................ 25c
Extra Large Onions, 4 lbs................ 25c
Carrots, lb.........5c.' Cabbage, lb..........3c
Cooking Apples, peck ....................... 20c
California or Florida Oranges, me
dium size, per dozen ...................... 28c
Large size......................... 35c and 40c
Lemons, per dozen ........................... 30c
Grape Fruit........... 10c; 3 for...........25c
Pop Com on the Cob—every kernel
pops; very good; lb........................ 6c
Finnan Haddie, lb. .’.......................... 12c
Salted Pickles, lb................................ 15c
Sweet Pickles, lb.'............................. 30c
Sweet Mustard Pickles, lb................ 25c
Dill Pickles, lb.................................... 20c
Good All Round Flour ..................... 85c
The very best All Round Flour....... 95c
3 boxes Purity Salt ....................... 25c
10 lb. Bag Salt .....................................21c
Small Bag Salt..................................... 5c
2 lb. pkg. Salt....................................... 5c
3 Crow Mustard, small can ............. 10c
3 Crow Cream Tartar, 1 lb. pkg....... 35c
Pea Beans, quart ....15c; peek ....$1.10
Yellow Eye Beans, qt. 18c; peck $1.40
Johnson Y. E. Beans, quart .......... 23c
Seeded Raisins, package.................. 12c
Seedless, lb.................................. _...... 12c
New Dates, lb............................. ...... 12c
Prunes, 4 lbs........................................ 25c
Rice, 5 pounds ................................... 25c
Fancy Whole HeadRice, 3 lbs........ 25c
White House Coffee, 5 lb. pkg......$1.80
Excelsior Coffee, 3 lb. pkg............. 93c
Strictly Fresh Nearby Farmers’
Eggs, dozen ..................................... 48c
Western Fresh Eggs, dozen ............ 39c
Nut Butter, lb......... 23c; 5 lbs......... $1.10
Brookfield Creamery Butter, lb..... 62c
Other make Creamery Butter, just as
good, lb.............................................. 58c
Very good Country Butter, lb........... 52c
Full Cream Choese, 5 lbs.............. $150
10 lbs........................................
$2.80
5 lb. can Karo Syrup, red or blue,
e«n ................................................... 30c
Brooms, very good ...............................65c
Lanterns, each ................................... 45o
Just received 2’/2 quart Aluminum
Percolators,' each
.................. $1.19

Remember, we have no sale days.
We sell for the tame low prices every
day as long as goods last. When we
buy more goods and have to pay a dif
ferent price, we are obliged to change
prices. Don't wait; look over ou/ ad.
of Jan. 10 and tend in your order.
With $1050 order, 10 Ibe. Sugar....... 75c.

^AH-R’8
f ASH AND
MARKET
Phone 108. Residence Phone 946-M

A C. MOORE
Piano Tuner
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.
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Mrs. William S. White entertained
at auction Wednesday afternoon in
honor of Miss Minnie White of Bath,
who is her guest.

Charlie Swett and his mother Mrs.
Caroline Khcrer Swett went to Port
land this morning on a business trip.
Owing to the death of the late Dr.
T. E. Tibbetts the regular Philhar
monic rehearsal tonight will be
omitted.

•

Mrs. Gardner French and Mrs.
Avaughn Ames and daughter Made
line Ames went Monday night to Bos
ton. Mrs. French will visit her parents
in Medford, and Mrs. Ames and daugh
ter will visit In Allston, Mass.
Mrs. Louis Marcus is in the city
this week, the guest of her daughter,
Miss Sadie Marcus, Elm street. The
l ist of the weck<«Mr. and Mrs. Marcus
will go to Boston and New York on a
combined business and pleasure trip.
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VALUE

E. B. Crockett is in New York this
^eek in the interest of his Camden
and Rockland variety stores.

Mrs. Victor Atwood and son Burr
have returned from an extended visit
with Mr. Atwood’s sister. Mrs. A. I.
Sharpe, in Springfield. Mass. During
their stay Mrs. Atwood was soloist at
the meeting of the Springfield Chap
ter, O. E. S., her accompanist being
Mrs. Jennie McLain Bass, a former
Rockland woman.
James Diamond is to occupy the
house on Rockland street soon to be
vacated by S. L. Alperin, who is to
make his future home in Worcester.
Mass.

The Universallst Circle supper last
night was one of the most successful
of the season, nearly 150 being pres
ent.
Mrs. A. B. Tremaint who is spend
ing the winter at the Thorndike, is in
New York on a business trip.
Miss Lillian Berliawsky entertained
10 couples at a valentine party at her
home Tuesday evening.
The new
bungalow was decorated In a very
charming manner. Lunch was served
and dancing and cards were enjoyed
until a late hour.

Page Seven
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ASSORTMENT
QUALITY
COMMUNITY FAIR PRICES

Beginning FRIDAY, FEB. 15th, Continuing All Next Week
An Exceptional Offering, Clearance of
UPHOLSTERY SAMPLES, CRETONNES, CURTAINING, ETC.
PILLOW TUBING

TAPESTRY

CRETONNES

Upholstery Samples beautiful Tap
estry Goods worth up to $8.C0 yard
will be soltkSrf three lots as fol
lows:
I
Lot 1—Your choice .each .......... S8c
Lot 2—Your choice, each ....... $1.19
Lot 3—Your ^choice, each ....... $1.39

Many beautiful patterns and splen
did quality of Cretonne, will be
sold in three groups as follows:
1 lot, value 50c, yard ............... 23c
1 lot, value 75c, yard ............. 39c
1 lot, value $1.C0, yard .......... 49c

MARQUISETTE

1 lot 500 yards Unbleached Pillow

Tubing, 42 and 45 .inches wide;
values up to 6Cc per yard.

Clearance price per yard ....... 29c

CURTAINING

s, she
500 yards,
sViort lengths, 5 to 20 yards in a piece, allhigh grade goods; cut to suit customer, yd,

.12%

We can quote these low prices because eve were able to get them direct from the mills.
SEE DISPLAY THURSDAY IN OUR MAIN STREET WINDOW

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

The birthday of jlojm Shanks of Pa
cific street was made the occasion re
cently of a pleasant anniversary party
at the home of Mrs. Mary Dyer, 26
Linden street. The 30 guests sat down
to a nicely served chicken supper.
Games and music followed. The towns
people present were Mr. and Mrs. John
Shanks, Mr. and Mrs. John Chcmiski, Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Flagg, M
and Mrs. Charles Rcbishaw, Willis
Robishaw, Betty Young, Vira Shanks.
Norma Shanks, Chester Dyer and
Frank Sawyer.

Mis. Grace Armstrong will conduct
the catechism of the Constitution of the
V. S. at the Woman's Educational Club
meeting Friday evening. Lesson be
gins on page 5, with question “How
often shall Cpngrcss assemble?” Les
son concludes with question—“Is the
Mrs. Frank Haraden, who has been
cction of Congress final respecting leg
islation?” Question—What does the seriously ill is much improved.
Constitution mean to you?
Tuesday, Feb. 12 Mrs. Helen M. Pen
Airs. Edward D. Spear Tuesday en dleton of 55 Cedar street celebrated not
tertained in honor cf Mrs. Charles A. only I-incoin's birthday but also her
Rose the auction club of which that own 02nd anniversary in a quiet way.
She had an inkling that there might
lady is a member.
be a few callers, but was quite un
Mrs. Augusta Wright has returned prepared for what really did happen.
from 10 weeks visit in Damariscotta. Quite a number of^ i^eeting cards,
She is already looking ahead to the beautiful llowers, fruit, candy and a
“ scaSfi" af TieSsant“Bdach, but " does ■few-other- gifts: -wkrff sent' to' hPr. fn
not expect to go quite so early this the afternoon a few friends called to
offer their felicitations and congratu
season as in former years.
lations, but It was noticed that they
Similarity of names and carelessness were laden with boxes and baskets,
on the part of newspaper readers which indicated something more than
sometimes lead to curious blunders. a formal call. As the afternoon wore
In Tuesday's issue of this paper ap on the self-invited' guests began to
peared a news item to the effect that prepare the refreshments. They even
Mrs. Ray Easton had returned home brought dishes as well as everything
from Knox Hospital. This item was to make a well-pfepared supper, so
absolutely correct, but some readers that Mrs. Pendleton need not be
who scanned the lines carelessly or troubled in anjT way, hor was she al
who thought the newspaper had blun- lowed to do a thing but sit and enjoy
tiered, proceeded to select Mrs. Ray the fun. It was a jolly time and each
Eaton as the object of their sympa enjoyed it immensely as anyone would
thies and sent flowers to her home, as in the presence of so pleasant and
well as other messages in the nature gracious a lady. Mrs. Pendletop wears
of congratulation. Mrs. Eaton (Maude her years lightly. With the exception
Grant) is duly grateful to her mis of a slight deafness and some lameness
taken friends, but assures them that she would never be suspected of having
she is still quite healthy, and has not attained the advanced age of four
score years and twelve. Mrs. Pendle
been in a hospital.
ton is very grateful to everyone who
Samuel Donlan of California is vis helped make her birthday pass so
iting his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Martin pleasantly, and wishes to thank all for
their generosity and kindness to her.
Dor.lan, for a fow days.
The Masonic ladies are giving an
auction party in Temple hall tonight
hoping to eliminate the balance due on
the hot water apparatus for the
kitchen. Twenty-five nice prizes will
be given.

1924.

DEPARTMENT STORE

Mrs. Jennie W. Bird, who is visiting
Mrs. Lincoln McRae and Mrs. C. A.
Rose, Jr., are in Boston for a few days her daughter Madeline in Trenton, N.
J., is to prolong her visit for two or
visit.
three weeks. Her return home was er
s
A Miami. Fla., despatch to the New roneously announced in this column
York Herald says: “Mr. and Mrs. Cy Tuesday.
rus H. K. Curtis, here on their yacht
Mrs. Ralph Bucklin of Camden en
Lyndonia, gave a dinner on board to
night for Mayor Edward C. Romfh, tertained a party of Rockland friends
Ed. Howe, Miss Adelaide Howe, Mrs. Tuesday afternoon with five tables of
Dwight Farnum, Justice and Mrs. Wil auction and a buffet lunch. The prize
liam R. Riddell of Toronto, Mrs. Ed- winners were Mrs. John O. Stevens,
wark Rok and Dr. and Mrs. John D. Mrs. Charles A. Mitchell, Mrs. Karl
O’Brien, Mrs. George W. Phillips and
Carter of Milwaukee.”
Mrs. George E. Davis.
Mrs. Ella Grimes gave a small lun
MJrs. Fred A. Smith is spending the
cheon and auction party at the Copper
week in Boston.
Kettle Monday for Mrs. C. A. Rose.
Mrs. Fred Snowdon returned to her
home in Bath Monday after visiting
her mother Mrs. L. T. Collamore on
Lake avenue. She also visited her
grandmother. Mrs. Frank Johnson, and
aunt. Mrs. George Fowles hi West Ap
pleton.

14,

ONTON

la addition to ganonal notes recording de
parture. and arrirala, the department especially
desires Information of social happenings. Par
ties musicals, etc.
Nutes sent by mall ot
telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ................................................ .. 771

Mrs. Jennie Harvey Percival's 7
o’clock class In aesthetic and interpre
tive (lancing under the direction of
Miss Norris will be given in Odd Fel
lows hall this evening instead of at
the Copper Kettle as advertised.

February

The annual meeting of the numbing.
Steam & .Metal Salesmen's Association
of Maine will be held at Dunscroft
Inn March 10, and will be known as
“The Scarborough Follies.” Among
those who will attend from this sec
tion is E. E. Gillette. He gave one
glance at the program. ''I’m going,”
said he.

EMPIRE
Elaine Hammerstein

“BROADWAY GOLD”

BABY PEGGY

“Darling of New York”

PARK

MATINEE,. 10c, 17c
EVENING 10c, 17c, 22c

THREE SHOWS—2:00, 6.45, $:30

Zane Grey's Novel

—With—

Bebe Daniels, Lloyd Hughes
Ernest Torrence, Noah Beery

TODAY

NEWS

I “FIGHTING BLOOD” No. 10.

COMING FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Mix in a New Role That Will Make Your Eyes Roll

TOM MIX
a
EYES OF THE FOREST”
—With—

TONY, the Wonder Horse
Ycu'll Be Thrilled as Mix Has Never Thrilled You Before.
HILARIOUS COMEDY
PATHE REVIEW

MONDAY-TUESDAY

COMING

GLORIA

SWANSON

In Her Greatest Picture

“THE

HUMMING

BIRD”

The Most Versatile Rote She Has Ever Had

It’s

At

Abscl
The Best Week’s Entertainment Ever Offered the people of Knox County, and
Without Question for the Best Object. Community Fair and Carnival This Year
is the Biggest and Best in a Long Series of Fairs and Every Dollar Cleared Goes
Toward the New Athletic Field.

LOOK AT THIS PROGRAM
MONDAY, FEB. 18
EVENING
Marston’s Full Orchestra, High School’s Famous Minstrels, Billy Remsen, Novelty
Entertainers, Miss Florence and her Trained Dogs, Free Dancing to Marston’s
Music in the big, clear central space.
Also—100 Loaves of Starlight Bread to the first 100 ladies entering the hall; be
sides several special flashes (gifts).

TUESDAY, FEB. 19
AFTERNOON
Red Cross Pageant, High School Augmented Orchestra, Billy Remsen.
Three
very valuable flashes besides 50 surprise packages given at the door.
EVENiNG
Marston’s Full Orchestra, Coach Phil Jones and his Athletic Crew, Free Dancing.
100 loaves of Starlight Cake given to first 100 ladies entering the hall. Seven very
special gifts in addition.

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 20
AFTERNOON
Punch and Judy Show, High School Orchestra, Billy Remsen. Also 60 pounds
of Three Crow Soda at the door with several flashes.
EVENiNG
Marston’s Full Drive, John Dan Shepherd and his Troupe, Billie Burke, the Accor
dion King, Miss Florence and her Trained Dogs; with such splendid gifts at the door
that Wednesday night will go down in history.

THURSDAY, FEB. 21
AFTERNOON
Athletic Exhibition, Full High Schoo! Orchestra, Billy Remsen. Free Specials at
the door.
.
1 ;J
EVENING
Marston’s Full Orchestra, Pageant by Grammar School, 160 in the Cast, Free Mo
tion Pictures. 100 Loaves cf Trainer’s Bread with several big Special Gifts at door.

“The Heritage of the Desert”

LAST TIME

The Strand

JOSEPH DONDIS. Manager.

FRIENDSHIP

The Valentine dance, given by the
telephone girls, In Temple hall Tues
day evening, was thoroughly enjoyed
by about 100 couples, who were mani
festly sorry when the hour came to
ring off. Marston's Orchestra fur
nished music and Robert M. Packard
was floor director. Fpreman, he would
probably call it. Fred Colson was in
charge of the box office, and seemed
right at home with a busy line. The
quartet of smiling operators in charge
ot the affair comprised Miss Hilda
Levensaler, chairman, Margaret Flan
agan, Lelia Green and Amanda Wood.
With such a crow at the helm it is not
surprising that the dance netted up
ward of $40.
birthday.

Author of Weird Sounds In
Limerock Street
Residence
*
Not Located.

The Rockland police patrol sped up
Limerock'’street early Tuesday after
Balloon tires have
arrived—the
noon and came to an abrupt halt In
Snow-Hudson Co. has stocked them.
front of the unoccupied Farnsworth
house at the corner of Claremont
street. Out leaped City Marshal Glllchrest and Patrolman Post, and from
Three Shows—2:00, 6:45, 8:30
his home across the street hurried
Sheriff Thurston.
A few pedestrians bound back to
Last Showings Today
their places of business stopped to see
what was going to happen. Automo
biles and other vehicles came to
stop, and the gathering throng of spec
—IN THE—
tators flashed a look of inquiry at each
other.
The mysterious actions of the police
—With—
and- sheriff only served to whet their
curiosity. Not a word said the officers,
Elliott Dexter and
but they scanned the newly fallen
snow with the obvious purpose of seek
Kathlyn Williams
ing a clue, and ever and anon gazed
upward at the roof.
LATEST IN COMEDY
These would-be sources of informa
PATHE NEWS
tion evidently did not yield the desired
results, for the officers pried open one
of the windows, reached in their hip
Friday-Saturday
pockets for-their fla’shlights and finally
disappeared into the interior of the
residence.
The mystery grew. Some of the on
—IN—
lookers told how the house had been
searched during the Brown murder
ease, as the result of a fortune tell
er's “lip." Others told of shrill cries
in the night, and Of how neighbors had
Her First Big Feature
HiCen uhahie td sleMl on account of the
weird sounds.
An Unusual Story of New York
The suspense was broken with the
Life Gripping Heart Interest, Spec
reappearance of the officers, who shook
tacular Thrills and Tense Suspense.
their heads negatively^, jumped aboard
the patrol wagon, and drove away.
“THE STEELTRAIL”
The cat had not been found.
—With—
Robert U. Collins is prepared to ren
der assistance in tfiaklng out income
WILLIAM DUNCAN
tax returns.
?
adv. If-

CZECHOSLOVAKIA MUGS
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
It is interesting to note that the
WooIworthCo., is displaying some mugs
marked
“Cxecho-iSlovaklu."
This
country is one of Central Europe, loyal
to France, and its Premier Monsieur
Edward Benes, the youngest Prime
Minister in Europe, is the political
head of one of Europe’s youngest Re
publics. He is spoken of as a hard,
quiet worker, whose accomplishments,
rather than himself, have qailed the at
tention of Europe to his statesman
ship. He worked as correspondent for
the Prague newspapers, to pay for his
schooling at the Sorbonne, Paris, and
the University of.. Dijon. To quote
further: “Nature has added the rare
gift of firm will power and powerful
energy. He is a born diplomat,
knowing
when
to 1 bend
without
breaking, and when to take the middle
ground with dignity; a diplomat of the
future; marvelously informed; astoundingly ingenious, a psychologist
of greatest skill, and above all, honest."
The mugs are ornamented with a
border, excellent in design and color,
and can be used with profit for child
ren.
It is hoped, we may see more of the
art of this coming country for sale on
our counters.
Ada C. Burpee.

The pupils uf the Grammar and Iliff1
Schools have been soliciting funds for the pur
chase of a piano. It was delivered Saturday
bv V. F. StudIey.
Mis. Alton Prior is at Silsby Hospital. Rock
land.
Mrs. Sherman Jameson is in Massachu^ett’
where she was called b.v the Illness and deutSi
of her father and mother. Mr. and Mrs. Fred
eric Kilmar, their deatlfoccurring only a few
days apart. Mr. and Mrs. Kilmar have long
been summer residents of this town and will
he greatly mtesedr
Word was received last week of the sudden
death of Clarence Davb of Portland, only
nm of the late Emery and Susie (Geyer)
Davis, formerly of tills' place. He leaves a
wife and two children.
Mr. and Mrs. William Daman of Rockland
and Mrs. Maddocks of Union were Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Morris Morton.
Mrs. Jennie Slnunons has returned home. Her
daughter Mrs. Newell • Simmons of Portland
will stay with her for a time.
Aus’in V’. Sprowl an ex-soldier from South
Bristo» is boarding with Mr. and Mrs. El
bridge Wineapaw and learning tlie poultry
business.
A surprise party was given Mr. Perkins the
High School teacher last Wednesday evening
at his boarding place, the occasion being liis

SEARCHED IN VAIN

JAME8 J. O’HARA, Organ iat

TODAY

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

Constance Binney

Alice Calhoun

—IN—

“3 O’CLOCK IN

THE MORNING”

FRIDAY, FEB. 22
AFTERNOON
Red Cross Pageant, High School Orchestra, Billy Remsen. 100 Special Gifts at
the door.
EVENING
Rockland Concert Band, The Famous Society Vaudeville, Free Dancing For All.
This is Mystery Gift Evening with a great array of startlingly valuable gifts con
tributed by the patriotic merchants of Rockland; also 100 cans of Black & Gay’s
Brown Bread.

SATURDAY, FEB. 23
AFTERNOON
High School Augmented Orchestra, Miss Florence and her Trained Dogs in Spe
cial Acts.
EVENING
Rockland Concert Band, Full High School Chorus, Specials by Girls' Glee Club,
Billy Remsen, Free Dancing.
Venetian Glass Blowers, Games of Skill, Fun Makers Galore, a Famous Mind
Reader, Ice Cream, Hot Dogs, Cake and Candv. All part of the show all the time.

MONDAY, FEB. 25
Grand Community Ball—The Arcade floor put in perfect shape—
Marston’s Full Orchestra—Special Dances and something extra
special in Cakes at the Refreshment Booth.
This Is For Your Boy and Mine—Every Cent for the Athletic
Field. And again we say with great emphasis—

—IN—

“LITTLE WILDCAT”
"I'm going to send you to the re
formatory I”
sternly
announced
Judge Arnold, a veritable incarna
tion of the spirit of outraged society.
But he did not. And one year later
this aristocratic jurist was search
ing the world for this very girl, to
lay his heart at her feet.

A country mansion was converted
into a

sporty roadhouse for the

FRANKLYN FARNHAM
—IN—

making of this spectacular picture.

“Wolves of the Border”

WATCH FOR THE STRAND’S ANNIVERSARY
I

COME TO

COMMUNITY

FAIR
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Burpee Furniture Co

ANNUAL FEBRUARY SALE
Begins MONDAY, FEB. 18
9:00 A. M.
For Eleven Days
Ending FEBRUARY 29

ANNUAL FEBRUARY SALE
Begins MONDAY, FEB. 18
9:00 A. M.
«
For Eleven Days
Ending FEBRUARY 29

THIS

READ

THIS

READ

THE ENTIRE BURPEE

NEARLY $100,000 OF

.......

STOCK

FIRST CLASS

IS PLACED ON SALE

MERCHANDISE TO BE

FEBRUARY 18

pa^o^hamSer

AND

dining

ROOM FURNITURE CARPETS, bi

OFFERED IN THIS SALE

PRICES REDUCED

AT A REDUCTION FROM

25% to

50%

25% to 50%

THIS IS THE SECOND OF

EVERY ARTICLE MARKED

OUR ANNUAL SALES

IN PLAIN FIGURES

MAKE YOUR PLANS NOW

“Where Your

TO COME AND SEE FOR

Grandmother

YOURSELF WHAT A BIG

Used To Trr.de”

AFFAIR THIS IS

THE STORE WHERE THE BIG SALE WILL BE HELD

■■■ A' s

A Beautiful French Walnut Suite $142,
This is a remarkable value. French Walnut is one cf the most
beautiful woods knev/n. Bed, Dresser and Chifforobc, $1-2.00.

A Beautiful 3-Piece Suite,

$98.00

Here is a very fine Overstuffed Suite that is very comfort

able.

Genuine Walnut Dining Room Set, $142.50

Upholstered in a High Grade of Tapestry; it will give

you years cf service.

This New Style Dining Room Suite of Genuine Walnut is a Big

Regular price is $105.00.

Value. A Low Price for the Table, Buffet and Six Leather Chairs.

Our Sale Price Is $93.00

Free Free

SPECIALS

BwoerSet

A CARPET FOR

EVERY DAY
AT 10:30 A. M
MONDAY
Rugs.......................... $1.43
TUESDAY
Blankets .................. $2.33
WEDNESDAY
Oil Cook Stoves .. S12.10
THURSDAY
Tea Kettles ........... $1.19
FRIDAY
Aluminum ..........
49c
SATURDAY
Rugs ..............
$2.49
MONDAY
Pictures .....
. 98c
TUESDAY
Mops ......
. 89c
WEDNESDAY
Smeke Stands
. 69c
THURSDAY
Window Shades
. 19c
FRIDAY
Card Tables
$1.89

YOUR KITCHEN

Saturday
February 23
—is—
“Glenwood
Day”
WITH EVERY
GLENWOOD
RANGE
OR FURNACE
YOU CAN
SELECT A
CONGOLEUM
CARPET

Big Discounts In Bedding
This Handsome 100-Piece Set,

$17.98

Another 100-pieco Sot, regular value $23. Semi-china; new
Imported China Set, 100 pieces, regular value $’5; now

Free Free

Dozens of ethers frem $1.98 up

U

R

'21.

*3 ’.33

This outfit consists of a 2 in, post Bed, high grade Spring and nice
Mattress, regular price $26.50; now .................................... ........

$Jg 49
$JQ
All Cotten Mattrea-, nice tick, comfortablo and durable. Regular
value is $14.50; now ............................... ..............................................gg
50 of our regular $5,50 Springs; now ................................................. $.j

Genuine $3n. Silk Floss Mattress, all sizes, high grade tick; now

Blankets and Comforters from $2.28, $3X9, $3.98 and up *

G’ S

LINOLEUM

Gold-Seal Art Rugs

Every Rug in our Immense Stock Marked Way Down

and GOLD-SEAL RUGS

Sale Price
$59.00
59.00
49.00
39.00
43.98
37.98

3020 Yards of Genuine Armstrong
Lnoleum Less Than Usual Cost
Good Heavy Inlaid Patterns for
Living Rcem or Kitchen. Reg.
price $1.75; now ................ $1.39
Genuine Heavy Printed, dozens of
patterns. Regular price $1.10;
«'w ............................................. 79c

BEAUTIFUL NEW PATTERNS
Reg. Price Sale Price
3x12................ $18.00.................$11.49
9x10-6 .......... 15.75............... 10.09
9x9 ................ 13.50............... 923
7-6x9 ............. 11.25................ 6.49
6x9 ...............
9.C0................ 5.93
Every Cne New and Perfect

Genuine Kermanshaw, 9x12 ...........
Roxbury Seamless Axminster, 9x12
Heavy Axminster, 9x12 .....................
Smith’s Axminster, 9x12 ...................
Smith's Axminster, 8x10 .................
Smith’s Axminster, 8x10 ...................

Regular Price
............. $99 09
.............. 75 20
.............. 6969
.............. 49.59
.............. 50 CO
............... 54.00

Hundreds of Small Rugs, from 98c up

Complete Lamp, $18.98
Silk Floss Mattress $19
HERE IS A BIG TRADE
A Regular $30.00
SILK FLOSS MATTRESS

Any Size You Wish. Thick and Soft.

OUR SPECIAL PLAN
OF DEFERRED PAYMENTS WILL

ENABLE YOU TO FINANCE
YOUR PURCHASE WITH
EASE AND ECONOMY

Hoosier Cabinet $36.98
You Have Always Wanted a
KITCHEN
CABINET
Here is a Real HOOSIER
Regular value is $49.50
THIS IS A BIG TRADE

Another Beautiful Lamp, regular
value is $39.50; now .
*25.98

Another Handsome Lamp, regular
value is $29.00; now .
*19.98
The pedestals aro n-.ahogany and the
shades cf fine imported silks. Very
latest styles.

REFRIGERATOR
MARK-DOWNS

Oak or Mahogany
Library Table$13.98
Here is a bargain in a real Oak
cr Mahogany Library Table.
Reg. value is $18.53; now ....$13,98

Buy your Refrigerator now; it is
only a few weeks before you will
need it.
Solid Oak, 85 lbs. ice capacity;
reg. value $26; now .......... $19.50
Solid Oak, 100 lbs. ice capacity;
reg. value $30; now .......... $22.50
Solid Oak, 125 lbs. ice capacity;
reg. value $32.50; now ..... $24.37
Many others equally good

YOU CAN NEVER INVEST YOUR MONEY MORE WISELY AND SAFELY THAN BY

n

STOCKING UP NOW AT THIS SALE

Burpee Furniture Co.

GOODS WILL BE STORED
INSURED AND DELIVERED

FREE OF COST TO

YOU

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS

GREAT SAVING—BUY NOW

